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Abstract
Some stochastic systems are particularly interesting as they exhibit
critical behavior without fine-tuning of a parameter, a phenomenon
called self-organized criticality. In the context of driven-dissipative
steady states, one of the main models is that of Activated Random
Walks. Long-range effects intrinsic to the conservative dynamics and
lack of a simple algebraic structure cause standard tools and techniques
to break down. This makes the mathematical study of this model
remarkably challenging. Yet, some exciting progress has been made in
the last ten years, with of a framework of tools and methods which is
finally becoming more structured. In these lecture notes we present the
existing results and reproduce the techniques developed so far.
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1 Overview
In the study of critical phenomena, there is a large class of non-equilibrium
lattice systems that naturally evolve to a critical state, characterized by
power-law distributions for the sizes of relaxation events. A typical example
is the occurrence of huge avalanches caused by small perturbations. In many
cases, such systems are attracted to a stationary critical state without being
specifically tuned to a critical point.
This seems to be the explanation for the emergence of random fluctuations
at a macroscopic or mesoscopic scale, and creation of self-similar shapes in a
variety of growth systems. Among attempts to explain long-ranged spatial-
temporal correlations, the physical paradigm called self-organized criticality
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is a widely accepted theory, although it is still very poorly understood from
a mathematical point of view.
For non-equilibrium steady states, it eventually became evident that self-
organized criticality is related to conventional critical behavior of a system
undergoing a phase transition. In the case of driven-dissipative systems, it
is related to an absorbing-state phase transition. These are systems whose
dynamics drives them towards, and then maintains them at the edge of
stability. The phase transition arises from the conflict between spread of
activity and a tendency for this activity to die out, and the critical point
separates a phase with sustained activity and an absorbing phase in which
the dynamics is eventually extinct in any finite region.
The main stochastic models in this class are the Manna Sandpile Model,
its Abelian variant which we call Stochastic Sandpile Model, and the
Activated Random Walks (ARW). Due to long-range effects intrinsic to
their conservative dynamics, classical analytic and probabilistic techniques
fail in most cases of interest, making the rigorous analysis of such systems a
major mathematical challenge. Yet some exciting progress has been made
in the last ten years, with of a framework of tools and methods which has
recently gained more structure.
In these notes we recall the existing results, and describe in a unified
framework the tools and techniques currently available. Most of the material
is devoted to the ARW. In §12.3 we mention the Stochastic Sandpile Model,
for which much less is known. The Manna model so far seems intractable.
In §1.1 we describe the local rules for the ARW evolution, in §1.2 discuss
the relation between self-organized criticality and absorbing-state phase
transitions, and in §1.3 we cast some of the physical predictions. Most of
them are far outside the reach of currently known mathematical techniques,
as discussed in §1.4. Then in §1.5 we quote all the known results (which,
as the reader will see, leave most of the predictions as open conjectures),
and in §1.6 we describe the main methods developed in the past ten years.
Finally, in §1.7 we discuss the structure and interdependence of the remaining
sections.
1.1 Activated Random Walks
The ARW evolution is defined as follows. Particles sitting on the graph Zd
can be in state A for active or S for sleeping. Each active particle, that
is, each particle in the A state, performs a continuous-time random walk
with jump rate DA = 1. The walks follow a translation-invariant jump
distribution, that is, they jump from x to x+z with probability p(z) for some
fixed distribution p(·) on Zd. We assume that the support of p is restricted
to the nearest-neighbors ±e1, . . . ,±ed and spans all of Zd.
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Several active particles can be at the same site. When a particle is alone,
it may fall asleep, a reaction denoted by A→ S, which occurs at a sleep rate
0 < λ 6∞. So each particle carries two clocks, one for jumping and one for
sleeping. Once a particle is sleeping, it stops moving, i.e. it has jump rate
DS = 0, and it remains sleeping until the instant when another particle is
present at the same site. At such an instant the particle which is in S state
flips to the A state, giving the reaction A+ S → 2A.
If the clock rings for a particle to sleep while it shares a site with other
particles, the tentative transition A→ S is overridden by the instantaneous
reaction A+ S → 2A, so this attempt to sleep has no effect on the system
configuration.
A particle in the S state stands still forever if no other particle ever visits
the site where it is located. When a site has no particles or one sleeping
particle, it is called stable, otherwise it has one or more particles, all active,
and is called unstable. A stable site stays stable indefinitely, and can only
become unstable if later on it is visited by an active particle. An absorbing
configuration is one for which every site is stable.
We note that, at the extreme case λ = ∞, when a particle visits an
unoccupied site, it falls asleep instantaneously. This case is equivalent to
internal diffusion-limited aggregation with multiple sources.
We have described local rules for the system to evolve. In order to fully
describe the system, we need to specify on which subset of Zd this dynamics
will occur, what are the boundary conditions, and the initial state at t = 0.
By “state” we mean a probability distribution on the space of configurations,
unless it refers to the state A or S of a particle.
1.2 Phase transition and self-organized criticality
We consider two different dynamics which follow the above local rules.
Infinite-volume conservative system. On the infinite lattice Zd, at
t = 0 we start from a translation-ergodic state with average density of
particles ζ. It turns out that, because the dynamics does not create or
destroy particles, this average density ζ is conserved during the evolution.
We say that this system fixates, or is absorbed, if each site is visited only
finitely many times and eventually becomes stable. Otherwise, if each site
is visited infinitely many times, we say that the system stays active. This
model shows an ordinary phase transition in the sense that, for some ζc, the
dynamics a.s. fixates when ζ < ζc and a.s. stays active when ζ > ζc. This is
called an absorbing-state phase transition.
Driven-dissipative system. On a finite box VL = {−L, . . . , L}d, we
define a system with three components. At rate one, a new active particle
is added to a site x ∈ V chosen uniformly at random. The ARW dynamics
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is run with time being accelerated by a factor of κ > 1. The box has open
boundary, i.e. particles are killed when they exit V .
We first let κ → ∞, so that the whole box is stabilized right after a
particle is added, so we obtain a Markov chain on the space of absorbing
configurations called driven-dissipative dynamics. We then let t → ∞ to
reach a stationary state νLs supported on absorbing configurations. We finally
let L→∞ to have a state νs on Zd with mean density ζs, see §1.3.
Self-organized criticality for the driven-dissipative system loosely means
the following. When the average density ζ inside the box is too small,
mass tends to accumulate. When it is too large, there is intense activity
and a substantial number of particles are killed at the boundary. With
this mechanism, the model is attracted to a steady state with an average
density given by 0 < ζs <∞, and this state has several features associated
to criticality. The density conjecture says that ζc and ζs should coincide.
Moreover, the critical exponents of the driven-dissipative system should be
related to those of the infinite-volume one.
1.3 Predictions
Consider a system running on the whole graph Zd. At t = 0, sites have an
i.i.d. Poisson number of active particles with parameter ζ.
We say that the system fixates if, for each site, there is a random time
after which it the site either vacant or contains one sleeping particle. We
say that the system stays active if, for each site, there are arbitrarily large
times at which the site has at least one active particle. There is a critical
density ζc, which is non-decreasing in λ, such that the system will fixate a.s.
for ζ < ζc and the system will stay active a.s. for ζ > ζc.
In this subsection we describe some aspects of the ARW behavior. Some
of these claims have been proved, most of them remain widely open.
Phase space. The critical density satisfies ζc < 1 for every λ < ∞ and
ζc → 0 as λ→ 0. That ζc 6 1 should be obvious from the fact that each site
can accommodate at most one sleeping particle. But the particles should
be able to sustain activity even at densities lower than unit (except for the
case λ = ∞). Moreover, ζc > 0 for every λ > 0 and ζc → 1 as λ → ∞. In
particular, ζc = 1 when λ =∞. More generally, ζc is continuous and strictly
increasing in λ. See Figure 1.1.
Uniqueness of the critical density. The value of ζc depends on the
dimension d, on the jump distribution p(·) and on the sleep rate λ. But it
does not depend on the choice of i.i.d. Poisson for the initial state. More
precisely, for every translation-ergodic active initial state (see next paragraph)
with density ζ, the system a.s. fixates if ζ < ζc and stays active a.s. if ζ > ζc.
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At ζ = ζc the system should also stay active (except for the trivial case of
λ =∞ and non-random initial condition with density ζ = 1).
Invariant measures and convergence. For each ζ < ζc, all the
translation-ergodic stationary distributions with average density ζ are
absorbing states, that is, they are measures supported on absorbing
configurations. Starting from any state with such density, the evolution
converges a.s. to an absorbing configuration having the same density. In
general, different initial states are attracted to different absorbing states.
For each ζ > ζc, there is a unique translation-ergodic stationary active
state (i.e. a state which is not absorbing, which by ergodicity means a positive
fraction of the particles are active) with density ζ. For every translation-
ergodic active initial state with density ζ, the system converges in law to this
unique stationary active state as t→∞. So in terms of basin of attraction,
the active state is stable and absorbing states are unstable, in conflict with
our terminology for stable and unstable sites at the microscopic level.
At ζ = ζc and active initial states, the system converges in law to a
unique absorbing state, but the system a.s. stays active and convergence is
in law only. So the critical case mixes features from both phases.
Power laws at and near criticality. At ζ = ζc, the average density of
activity (number of active particles per site) at time t decays as a power of t
as t→∞. On the other hand, if ζ > ζc, the density of activity seen in the
stationary regime t = ∞ decays as a power of ζ − ζc as ζ ↓ ζc. Two-point
correlations in space also decay as a power of the distance ∆x, and same-site
time correlations decay as a power of ∆t. Outside criticality, correlation
decays exponentially with a typical correlation length for space and another
one for time, and the correlation lengths themselves diverge as powers of
|ζ−ζc| as ζ → ζc. More details on critical exponents can be found in [DRS10].
Driven-dissipative dynamics. Consider the driven-dissipative dynamics
described in §1.2. Let ζLs be the average density of particles in νLs , and
let ζs = limL ζLs . The density conjecture says that ζs = ζc. Moreover, the
Activity
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0
Figure 1.1: Prediction for the phase space.
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state νs should have the same two-point correlation decay exponents as
conservative infinite-volume system at criticality.
A stronger version of the density conjecture is the following. Let ζ ∈
[0,∞). Consider an i.i.d. Poisson configuration with density ζ on the box
VL, and run the ARW dynamics with open boundary until it reaches an
absorbing configuration. Then the final state has density concentrated around
some value which depends on ζ and L, and this value tends to min{ζ, ζc} as
L→∞.
Fixed-energy dynamics. Consider the ARW dynamics on a large torus
Zdn = (Z/nZ)d instead of Zd, starting with approximately ζnd particles.
Almost surely, this system will eventually fixate if and only if it has fewer
than nd particles, so the question is not whether it fixates. The relevant
quantity is how long it will take the system to fixate. For parameters λ and
ζ inside the active phase for Zd as shown in Figure 1.1, it should take a long
time to fixate (exponential in nd), with high probability. For parameters
inside the fixating phase, the corresponding system on a large torus should
fixate in a short time (faster than any positive power of n). For parameters
on the critical curve, the time to fixate should be in between. For the critical
and near-critical regimes, several quantities should decay or blow up as power
laws, such as space and time correlation lengths, activity decay, etc.
1.4 Open problems and challenges
In principle, all the statements in §1.3 that do not appear in §1.5 are open
problems. But most of them are far beyond the reach of current techniques.
Throughout these lecture notes we will explicitly mention some more realistic
open problems, after the background needed to properly state each question
has been introduced.
The first difficulty in studying the ARW lies in the fact that this system
is not attractive. This is overcome by considering a site-wise kind of
construction, or an explicit construction in terms of a collection of random
walks, rather than Harris graphical construction. These frameworks allow
for different kinds of arguments which have proven to be very useful.
Another feature of this model –particle conservation– still causes
tremendous difficulties. This has so far restrained most attempts to apply
arguments of type “energy vs. entropy.” These arguments typically go as
follows. One first identifies some structure that is intrinsic to the occurrence
of events that conjecturally should not occur. All possible structures are
then enumerated, and their number is overwhelmed by the high probabilistic
cost needed for them to occur. One then concludes that such events have
vanishing probability. This approach has been very successful in many
branches of statistical mechanics. However, for reaction-diffusion dynamics,
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the conservation of particles in the system gives rise to intricate long-range
effects, which makes it difficult to find a suitable structures within the
occurrence of events of interest. In §5 we present the only case where an
approach involving enumeration of events and compensation by an extreme
choice of parameters has been implemented with some success.
1.5 Results
We now briefly summarize known results towards the above predictions. The
results will be stated under the common assumption that the jumps are to
nearest neighbors only. In the next sections we will go through the proof of
all the results mentioned here. For bibliographical references, see §12.
Phase space. Results regarding the phase space for the infinite-volume
system on Zd are summarized in Figure 1.2. It is known that ζc > λ1+λ in
general (§4 and §7), in particular there is a fixation phase for every fixed
λ > 0 by taking ζ small, and there is a fixation phase for every fixed ζ < 1
by taking λ large. It is also known that, for every λ 6∞, there is no fixation
at ζ = 1 (§10).
In the case of unbiased walks (i.e. ∑y yp(y) = 0) on d = 2, this is all
we know, and proving existence of a non-trivial active phase (i.e. for some
λ > 0 and ζ < 1) remains an open problem. On d = 1, for every ζ > 0 fixed
there is an active phase by taking λ small (§5), but it remains open to show
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Figure 1.2: Results about fixation vs. activity on of the phase space.
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existence of a non-trivial active phase for every fixed λ < ∞ and ζ close
enough to 1.
For transient walks, the picture is fairly complete: for every fixed ζ > 0
the system stays active if λ is small enough, and for every fixed λ <∞ the
system stays active if ζ is close enough to 1. There are different proofs for
unbiased (§7) and biased (§3) walks. If the walks are not only biased but
directed (i.e. p(−ej) = 0 for every j), the critical curve can be described
explicitly: ζc = λ1+λ , and for d = 1, there is no fixation at ζ = ζc (§3).
Fixed-energy dynamics. For the one-dimensional torus (i.e. the ring
Zn), it has been shown that there is a slow stabilization phase and a fast
stabilization phase. Consider the average activity time T given by the sum
of the total time each particle is active, divided by n. For every 0 < ζ < 1
fixed, if λ is large enough then T 6 C log2 n, and if λ is small enough then
T > ecn, with high probability as n→∞ (§6).
Uniqueness of the critical density. The prediction given in §1.3 says
that translation-ergodic distributions with average particle density ζ > ζc
stay active as long as they are not supported on absorbing configurations. The
partial result presented in §8 holds for distributions supported on completely
active configurations, that is, without any sleeping particle. Closing this gap
is a major question and would probably be an important step towards the
density conjecture.
1.6 Methods
Most proofs rely on the properties of the site-wise representation described in
§2.2. To study the phase space and establish regions of fixation and activity,
we normally check one of the conditions stated in §2.3. Uniqueness of the
critical density also allows us to make convenient assumptions about the
initial distribution.
In practice, to check one of these conditions we need to describe a toppling
procedure for which probabilistic estimates can be obtained. Toppling is
a one-step update of the current configuration according to the dynamics
described in §1.1, and the Abelian property allows us to choose which site
should be toppled ignoring the actual order in the continuous-time dynamics.
A toppling procedure is a recipe that specifies the next site to be toppled,
usually (but not necessarily) in terms of the outcome of previous topplings.
The simpler examples of this general strategy are gathered in §3 and illustrate
this principle well. From §4 to §9 all proofs follow this common setup, each
one with its own specific elements.
Another method of analysis is the use of a particle-wise construction. This
construction allows different uses of the mass transport principle, coupling,
resampling, and ergodicity. These arguments are shown in §10.
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1.7 Structure of these lecture notes
The main results and some problems are stated at the beginning of each
section. The reader may want to first have a quick glance at each section
to have a sense of what is going on, then read §2 skipping the proofs, and
again skim through the other sections. After that, the advise is to read the
rest of the text linearly, maybe skipping computations.
The ordering of sections was decided taking into account relevance,
difficulty and interdependence. Proofs are intended to be self-contained and
have the level of detail of a research article. Although each section is written
assuming that the reader is familiar with the material presented before it,
reading the text linearly not a strict requirement. To follow a section in
full details, going through §2 is mandatory, and going through §3 is highly
recommended for most parts. The exception is §6 which uses a result from
§5 and arguments from §4.
These notes are organized as follows. In §2 we describe the site-wise
representation and state the main criteria to study the absorbing-state phase
transition, establishing the main tools used in subsequent sections. In §3
we provide the simplest examples of a toppling procedure being used to
prove fixation and activity by verifying the criteria provided in §2. In §4 we
give a more sophisticated toppling procedure used to prove lower bounds
for ζc on d = 1. In §5 we describe a two-scale toppling procedure and an
enumerative argument to prove upper bounds for ζc (or lower bounds for λc)
for unbiased walks on d = 1. In §6 we combine arguments from §4 and §5
plus a new argument based on a certain urn process to study fast and slow
fixation on a large ring. In §7 we describe a toppling procedure based on
the notion of weak and strong stabilizations to obtain a general lower bound
for ζc valid in any dimension as well as upper bounds on ζc valid in the
transient case d > 2. In §8 we use a locally-finite infinite-step parallel-update
toppling procedure to show that the value of ζc is independent of the choice
of Poisson as the initial state. In §9 we briefly sketch a recursive multi-scale
estimate based on a toppling procedure that also uses ideas of decoupling
to prove lower bounds for ζc unbiased walks on d > 2. In §10 we depart
from the framework of site-wise representation and use a different type of
construction where particles are labeled. We then devise other properties of
the ARW such as mass conservation, and prove an averaged condition for
activity. In §11 we prove that the continuous-time evolution is well-defined
and can be constructed explicitly using both the site-wise as well as particle-
wise constructions. We also prove the equivalence between fixation and a
condition on the site-wise representation. We then use a hybrid construction
to prove a comparison lemma used in the proof of the averaged condition.
Finally, in §12, we describe how and when these results were first proved,
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then comment on some of the arguments that extend to other graphs, initial
conditions and jump distributions, and mention some of the arguments which
have meaningful counter-parts for the Stochastic Sandpile Model.
2 Definitions and main tools
In this section we define precisely the stochastic process to be studied,
describe the site-wise representation, and give conditions for fixation and
activity. We then state mass conservation and ergodicity properties used
later on, and conclude collecting frequently used notation.
2.1 The stochastic process and notation
We will denote by ηt(x) the number and type of particles at site x at time t,
as follows. Let N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . . } and Ns = N0 ∪ {s}. The configuration of
the ARW at time t > 0 is given by ηt ∈ (Ns)Zd . The interpretation is that,
at time t, site x contains ηt(x) active particles if ηt(x) ∈ N0, or one sleeping
particle if ηt(x) = s.
We turn Ns into an ordered set by letting 0 < s < 1 < 2 < · · · . We
also let |s| = 1, so |ηt(x)| counts the number of particles regardless of their
state. To add a particle to a site, we define s + 1 = 2, which represents the
A + S → 2A transition. We also define 1 · s = s and n · s = n for n > 2,
which represent the transitions A→ S and 2A→ A+ S → 2A, respectively.
The process has a parameter 0 < λ <∞ and evolves as follows. For each
site x, a clock rings at rate (1 + λ)ηt(x)1ηt(x)6=s. When this clock rings, the
system goes through the transition η → τxsη with probability λ1+λ , otherwise
η → τxyη with probability p(y − x) 11+λ . The transitions are given by
τxsη(z) =
η(x) · s, z = x,η(z), z 6= x, τxyη(z) =

η(x)− 1, z = x,
η(y) + 1, z = y,
η(z), otherwise,
and only occur if η(x) > 1. The operator τxs represents a particle at x trying
to fall asleep, which will effectively happen if there are no other particles
present at x. Otherwise, by definition of n · s the configuration will not
change. The operator τxy represents a particle jumping from x to y, where
possible activation of a sleeping particle previously found at y is represented
by the convention that s + 1 = 2. The case λ =∞ is left aside until §10.3.
Given a translation-ergodic distribution ν on (Ns)Z
d with finite mean∫ |η(0)|ν(dη) <∞, there exists a process (ηt)t>0 with the above transition
rates and such that η0 has law ν, see §11 for a proof. We will use Pν to
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denote the underlying probability measure in a space where this process is
defined.
2.2 Site-wise representation
The site-wise representation enables us to exploit an algorithmic approach
to fixation. Due to particle exchangeability, this representation extracts
precisely the part of the randomness that is relevant for the absorbing-state
phase transition, focusing on the total number of jumps and leaving aside the
order in which they take place. It is suitable for studying path traces, total
occupation times, and final particle positions. But it precludes the analysis
of quantities for which the order and instant of the jumps do matter, such
as correlation functions, time needed for fixation, invariant measures, etc.
In this subsection we do not deal with a time evolution, and η denotes
simply an element of (Ns)Z
d on which one can perform certain operations.
We say that site x is unstable for the configuration η if η(x) > 1. An unstable
site x can topple, by applying τxy or τxs to η.
We consider a field of instructions I = (τx,j)x∈Zd,j∈N. More precisely, at
each site x there is a sequence or stack of instructions τx,1, τx,2, . . . , such
that each one of the τx,j equals either τxs or τxy for some y. Later on we will
choose I random, but for now I denotes a field that is fixed, and η denotes
an arbitrary configuration.
We also introduce the odometer field h =
(
h(x);x ∈ Zd) which counts
the number of topplings already performed at each site, usually started from
h ≡ 0. The toppling operation at x is defined by
Φx(η, h) =
(
τx,h(x)+1η, h+ δx
)
.
We say that Φx is legal for (η, h) or simply legal for η if η(x) > 1. We may
write Φxη as a short for Φx(η, 0).
Sometimes it will be convenient to topple a site x when it contains any
particle at all, even if η(x) = s. To achieve that, we define on Ns the
operations s − 1 = 0 and s · s = s. We say that toppling x is acceptable
if η(x) > s, and we say that Φx is acceptable for (η, h) if η(x) > s. One
should think of this operation as first forcing the particle to activate and
then toppling the site. A legal toppling is also acceptable. We remark that
it is not possible to define the operations 0 · s and 0 − 1 while preserving
the local Abelian property stated below, so these two operations will not be
considered as acceptable.
Sequences of topplings and local properties
Let α = (x1, . . . , xk) denote a finite sequence of sites, and define Φα =
ΦxkΦxk−1 · · ·Φx1 . We say that Φα is legal for (η, h) if Φxj is legal for
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Φ(x1,...,xj−1)(η, h) for each j = 1, . . . , k. In this case we say that α is a
legal sequence of topplings for (η, h). We define an acceptable sequence of
topplings analogously. When h ≡ 0 we may write η instead of (η, h). Let
mα =
(
mα(x);x ∈ Zd
)
denote the odometer of α, given bymα(x) =
∑
j 1xj=x,
so mα is the field which counts how many times each site x appears in α.
We write mα > mβ if mα(x) > mβ(x) ∀ x, and η˜ > η if η˜(x) > η(x) ∀ x. We
also write (η˜, h˜) > (η, h) if η˜ > η and h˜ = h.
We now state the four properties that make the ARW an Abelian model.
The next three lemmas are based on these properties alone rather than on
specific details of the ARW. Let x be a site in Zd and η, η˜ be configurations.
Property 1 (Local Abelian property). If α and β are acceptable sequences
of topplings for the configuration η, such that mα = mβ, then Φαη = Φβη.
Property 2 (Mass comes from outside). If α and β are acceptable sequences
of topplings for η such that mα(x) 6 mβ(x) and mα(z) > mβ(z) for all
z 6= x, then Φαη(x) > Φβη(x).
Property 3 (Monotonicity of stability). If site x is unstable for the
configuration η, and if η˜(x) > η(x), then x is unstable for the configuration η˜.
Property 4 (Monotonicity of topplings). If η˜ > η and Φx is legal for η,
then Φx is legal for η˜ and Φxη˜ > Φxη.
Proof. The last two properties are immediate from the previous definitions.
For convenience, define the operators n⊕ = n+1 on Ns, as well as n	 = n−1
and n = n · s on Ns \ {0}. With this notation, whenever n	 is acceptable
(i.e. n 6= 0) we have n	⊕ = n⊕	. Analogously, whenever n is acceptable
(i.e. n 6= 0) we have n⊕ = n⊕. Therefore, within any acceptable sequence
of operations, replacing 	⊕ by ⊕	 and ⊕ by ⊕ yields an acceptable
sequence with the same final outcome.
We first prove Property 1 as a warm up. Suppose that mα = mβ . Notice
that Φαη(x) is given by η(x) followed by a sequence of ⊕, 	 and ’s. The
number of times each operator appears is determined by I and mα only,
hence it is the same number when we write Φβη(x) as η(x) followed by a
sequence of ⊕, 	 and ’s. Their actual order depends on the sequence, but
the internal order of the 	’s and ’s is determined by (τx,j)j and is thus
the same for both Φαη(x) and Φβη(x). As a consequence, we can apply the
above identities to move the ⊕’s to the left, yielding then identical sequences
for Φαη(x) and Φβη(x), proving the claimed property.
For Property 2 we make a similar observation. Suppose mα(x) 6 mβ(x)
and mα(z) > mβ(z) for z 6= x. Again Φαη(x) is given by η(x) followed by
a number of ⊕, 	 and ’s. The number of times that operator ⊕ appears
depends on mα(z), z 6= x, and is thus bigger in Φαη(x) than in Φβη(x). The
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number of times that operators 	 and  appear depend on mα(x), and
is thus smaller than in Φβη(x). Pushing the ⊕’s to the left as before, we
get that Φαη(x) is written in the same way as Φβη(x), perhaps with a few
extra ⊕’s in the beginning, and a few missing 	 and ’s in the end, so
Φαη(x) > Φβη(x).
Stabilization via sequential topplings
Let V denote a finite subset of Zd. We say that a configuration η is stable
in V if every x ∈ V is stable for η. We say that α is contained in V , and
write α ⊆ V , if every x appearing in α is an element of V . We say that α
stabilizes η in V if α is acceptable for η and Φαη is stable in V .
Lemma 2.1. If α is an acceptable sequence of topplings that stabilizes η in
V , and β ⊆ V is a legal sequence of topplings for η, then mβ 6 mα.
Proof. Let β ⊆ V be legal and mα  mβ. Write β = (x1, . . . , xk) and
β(j) = (x1, . . . , xj) for j 6 k. Let ` = max{j : mβ(j) 6 mα} < k and
y = x`+1 ∈ V . Since β is legal, y is unstable in Φβ(`)η. But mβ(`) 6 mα and
mβ(`)(y) = mα(y). By the Properties 2 and 3, y is unstable for Φαη and
therefore α does not stabilize η in V .
Let V ⊆ Zd be a finite set. We define the odometer of η in V by
mV,η = sup
β⊆V legal
mβ. (2.2)
the supremum being taken over sequences β which are legal for η and
contained in V . Lemma 2.1 says that
mV,η 6 mα (2.3)
for every acceptable sequence α stabilizing η in V . These two together
provide very good sources of lower and upper bounds for mV,η. Note that
the sequence α need not be legal, nor contained in V . This allows us to
choose a convenient sequence of topplings, even wake up some particles if we
wish, if we are looking for upper bounds.
Lemma 2.4 (Abelian property). If α and β are both legal toppling sequences
for η that are contained in V and stabilize η in V , then mα = mβ = mV,η.
In particular, Φαη = Φβη.
Proof. Applying (2.2), (2.3) and Lemma 2.1: mβ 6 mV,η 6 mα 6 mβ.
If there is an acceptable sequence α that stabilizes η in V , then there is
a legal sequence β contained in V that also stabilizes η in V . Indeed, if one
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tries to perform legal topplings in V indefinitely, on the one hand one has to
eventually stop since V is finite and there is a finite upper bound ∑xmα(x)
for the total number of topplings, and on the other hand this procedure only
stops if there are no more unstable sites in V .
Lemma 2.5 (Monotonicity). If V ⊆ V˜ and η 6 η˜, then mV,η 6 mV˜ ,η˜.
Proof. Let β ⊆ V be legal for η. By successively applying Properties 3
and 4, β is also legal for η˜. Since β ⊆ V˜ , the inequality follows directly from
definition (2.2).
By monotonicity, the limit
mη = lim
V ↑Zd
mV,η (2.6)
exists and does not depend on the particular sequence V ↑ Zd. The limit is
also given by the supremum of mV,η over finite V . A configuration η on Zd is
said to be stabilizable if mη(x) <∞ for every x ∈ Zd. In the next subsection
we relate the above concepts to the question of fixation vs. activity for the
continuous-time process.
2.3 Criteria for fixation and activity
Assume the initial configuration η0 ∈ (Ns)Zd has a translation-ergodic
distribution denoted by ν. Assume also that the support of the jump
distribution p(·) generates the group Zd and not a subgroup.
Consider now the field of instructions I being random, and distributed
as follows. For each x ∈ Zd and j ∈ N, choose τx,j as τxy with probability
p(y−x)
1+λ or τxs with probability
λ
1+λ , independently over x and j. Now sample
η0 according to ν and independently of I, and let Pν denote the probability
measure in a space where I and η0 are defined.
Recall that Pν denotes the probability measure in whatever probability
space where the process (ηt)t>0 described in §2.1 is defined. The following
result is proved in §11.1.
Theorem 2.7. Pν
(
fixation of (ηt)t>0
)
= Pν(mη0(0) <∞) = 0 or 1.
Combining Theorem 2.7 with (2.6) and Lemma 2.5 we get the following.
Corollary 2.8. If the condition
sup
k
inf
V finite
Pν(mV,η0(0) 6 k) > 0 (2.9)
is satisfied, the system a.s. fixates. If the condition
inf
k
sup
V finite
Pν(mV,η0(0) > k) > 0 (2.10)
is satisfied, the system a.s. stays active.
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A typical usage of Condition (2.9) is to rely on (2.3) and use the odometer
of an acceptable stabilizing sequence of topplings as a stochastic upper bound
for mV,η0 . Likewise, a typical usage of Condition (2.10) is to rely on (2.2)
and use the odometer of a legal sequence of topplings as a stochastic lower
bound for mV,η0 .
In §10.2 we will prove the following sufficient condition for activity.
Theorem 2.11. Let Mn count the number of particles that jump out of
Vn = {−n, . . . , n}d when Vn is stabilized via legal topplings, so particles are
ignored after leaving Vn. If η0 is i.i.d. and the condition
lim sup
n
EMn
|Vn| > 0 (2.12)
is satisfied, then the system a.s. stays active.
Similar to Condition (2.10), a typical usage of Condition (2.12) is to rely
on the Abelian property and use the expected number of particles exiting
Vn during some specific legal sequence of topplings β ⊆ Vn as a stochastic
lower bound for EMn.
An important property of the ARW is that ζc has a sharp definition.
Theorem 2.13 (Uniqueness of the critical density). Given the dimension
d, sleep rate λ, and jump distribution p(·), there is a number ζc such that,
for every translation-ergodic distribution ν supported on (N0)Z
d with average
density ζ, the ARW dynamics satisfies
Pν(system stays active) =
0, ζ < ζc,1, ζ > ζc.
This property will be proved in §8. Mathematically, it is useful because
every statement about bounds for ζc can be proved assuming an i.i.d. initial
state with whatever marginal distribution is more convenient. In fact, we
can even take non-i.i.d. distributions if that helps.
We conclude with a monotonicity property.
Theorem 2.14. The critical density ζc is non-decreasing in λ.
The proof is given in §11.4.
Problem. Show that ζc is continuous and strictly increasing in λ.
2.4 Factors, ergodicity and the mass transport principle
We will not use these tools directly until §8. Let f : Zd × Zd → R+ be
a translation-invariant random function, that is, f(x, y;ω) = f(θx, θy; θω)
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for every translation θ of Zd. Here ω can be any random process with
translation-invariant distribution.
The mass transport principle is given by the identity
E
[∑
y
f(x, y)
]
= E
[∑
y
f(y, x)
]
.
Informally, the mass transport principle says that on average the amount of
mass transmitted from a site x is equal to the amount of mass entering x. It
may seem like nothing but an obvious identity, but its strength lies in its
versatility, since it holds for every translation-invariant function. The proof
consists in re-indexing the sum and using translation invariance. See [LP16,
Chapter 8] for applications and generalizations to other settings.
Suppose a field ω˜ = g(ω) a translation-covariant function of ω. That is,
for all ω for which g(ω) is defined, g(θω) is also defined and g(θω) = θg(ω).
Then we say that ω˜ is a factor of ω. Note that factors inherit properties
such as translation invariance and translation ergodicity.
Finally, we mention how pairs of ergodic and mixing fields behave together.
Suppose ω1 and ω2 are independent. Suppose ω1 is mixing (with respect
to translations). If ω2 is mixing, then the pair (ω1, ω2) is mixing. If ω2 is
ergodic, then (ω1, ω2) is ergodic. In particular, the pair (η0, I) introduced in
the previous subsection is translation-ergodic. See [KL16, Thm 2.25].
2.5 Frequently used notation
Let ‖η‖V denote the total number of particles in the box V in the
configuration η, given by ‖η‖V = ∑x∈V |η(x)|.
The discrete ball of radius r centered at y is denoted Byr with Br = B0r .
Any choice of norm to define the balls would work fine, but for the sake of
aesthetics let us fix Br = {−r, . . . , r}d.
Normally, letters η and ξ will denote configurations, ζ denotes density,
while α and β denote sequences of topplings. The letter ν usually denotes a
probability measure on (Ns)Z
d or most often on (N0)Z
d . Letters L and r are
usually used to denote sizes of some domains, whereas i, j, k are generally
used to index sites, events, particles, etc. Letter n may have either of these
uses.
The boxes Vn ↑ Zd are not necessarily the same in different parts of the
text, and may in fact be random. Most of the times they equal Bn but we
still use Vn to indicate that they are being used in the context of §2.3.
Letters M and N usually denote random variables defined by counting
how many events of a family occur, such as how many particles do this and
that, how many steps go wrong in a certain procedure, etc. We normally
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use | · | to denote the discrete volume of a finite subset of Zd. The symbol
# rarely appears, technically it also denotes cardinality but we use it when
such cardinality comes from counting random objects. When we have to
name events, we will mostly use letter A and maybe add indices.
Most of the time we deal with constructions based on independent random
variables defined explicitly, and we use letter P for probability (hence E
for expectation). We use P to emphasize that certain statements refer
to whatever probability space where the particle system (ηt)t>0 is defined.
We often say “a.s.” and “with high probability” without bothering about
probability space formalities that are hardly relevant.
Letters κ, δ and ε usually denote a large fixed number, a small fixed
number, and an arbitrarily small number. Letter K is an integer parameter
in some constructions or toppling procedures, sometimes it is not fixed
beforehand but instead made larger and larger throughout each proof.
3 Counting arguments
From the previous section, the Abelian property says that the odometer
of a given configuration in a given region can be obtained through any
legal sequence α of topplings. Note that such a sequence need not be given
beforehand: it can in fact be constructed algorithmically as the configuration
evolves.
This opens the door to proofs consisting of (i) the prescription of a toppling
procedure followed by (ii) a probabilistic analysis to check Conditions (2.9),
(2.10) or (2.12) in terms of such procedure. In this section we will see some
simple instances of this approach being applied.
As a warm-up example for the use of Condition (2.10) we prove the
following.
Theorem 3.1. For d = 1 and initial state i.i.d. with mean ζ = 1 and positive
variance, the system a.s. stays active.
We then show the simplest argument that uses a toppling procedure
based on the Abelian property to check Conditions (2.9) or (2.10), and prove
the following. A directed walk on d = 1 is the one with p(+1) = 1.
Theorem 3.2. For d = 1 and directed walks, ζc = λ1+λ . If the initial state
is i.i.d. with critical density ζ = ζc and positive variance, then the system
a.s. stays active.
The proof of the previous theorem breaks down in case the walks are
not totally directed, because even a small probability of jumping left would
require some control on the interaction among particles which wander in
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the wrong direction. The following is proved via an argument that uses
Condition (2.12) and Theorem 2.13.
Theorem 3.3. For d > 1 and biased walks, ζc < 1 for every λ < ∞ and
ζc → 0 as λ→ 0.
In proving the above we get a quantitative upper bound for ζc which
gives the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. For directed walks in any dimension d, we have ζc 6 λ1+λ .
Together with Theorem 7.1, this implies that ζc = λ1+λ for directed walks.
We now proceed to the proofs.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ζ = 1. By the CLT, the probability that η0
contains at least L+ 2
√
L particles in VL = [0, L] is at least 2δ > 0, for all
large L. On this event, at least 2
√
L particles will visit either x = 0 or x = L
when we stabilize [0, L].
Therefore, using a union bound, translation invariance and monotonicity,
2δ 6 P
(
mVL,η0(0) >
√
L
)
+ P
(
mVL,η0(L) >
√
L
)
6 2P
(
mη0(0) >
√
L
)
.
Since this is true for all large L, Condition (2.10) is satisfied and therefore
the system a.s. stays active.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Write VL = {−L, . . . , L}. We will consider mVL,η0(0)
and see in which cases it satisfies Condition (2.9) or (2.10) as L→∞.
We will describe a legal sequence of topplings that stabilizes VL by
exhausting one site after the other, from left to right. The sequence of
topplings is itself random, since it is given by an algorithm which decides
the next site to topple in terms of outcome of the previous topplings.
We start by toppling site x = −L until each of the η0(−L) particles
either moves to x = −L + 1 or falls asleep. All particles but the last one
have to jump (possibly after a few frustrated attempts to sleep). The last
one may sleep or jump. Let Y L0 denote the indicator of the event that
the last particle remains sleeping on x = −L. Conditioned on η0(−L), the
distribution of Y L0 is Bernoulli with parameter λ1+λ (in case η0(−L) = 0,
sample Y L0 independently of everything else). The number of particles which
jump from x = −L to x = −L+ 1 is given by NL1 := [η0(−L)− Y L0 ]+. See
Figure 3.1.
Note that, after stabilizing x = −L, there are NL1 + η0(−L+ 1) particles
at x = −L+ 1. We now topple site x = −L+ 1 until it is stable, and denote
by Y L1 the indicator of the event that the last particle remains sleeping at
x = −L + 1. The number of particles which jump from x = −L + 1 to
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x = −L+ 2 is given by NL2 := [NL1 + η0(−L+ 1)− Y L1 ]+. By iterating this
procedure, the number NLi+1 of particles which jump from x = −L+ i into
x = −L+ i+ 1 after stabilizing x = −L,−L+ 1, . . . ,−L+ i is given by
NLi+1 = [NLi + η0(−L+ i)− Y Li ]+,
where NL0 = 0. The number of particles which jump into 0 while stabilizing
VL equals NLL . After that, we stabilize x = 0 and then {1, . . . , L}, but the
latter no longer affects mVL,η0(0).
Note that the sequence (NLi )i=0,1,...,L is distributed as a random walk on
N0, with independent increments distributed as η0(x)− Y , reflected at 0. So
the relevant quantity is
E[η0(−L+ k)− Y Lk ] = ζ −
λ
1 + λ.
If ζ < λ1+λ , the walk is positive recurrent. This implies that the family
{NLL }L∈N is stochastically bounded. Since mVL,η0(0) is conditionally
distributed as a sum of NLL + η0(0) independent geometric variables with
parameter 11+λ , Condition (2.9) holds, and thus the system a.s. fixates. If
ζ > λ1+λ , the walk is transient, and P
(
NLL > 12(ζ − λ1+λ)L
)
is large for large
L, so Condition (2.10) holds and the system a.s. stays active. If ζ = λ1+λ , the
walk is null-recurrent, so NLL → ∞ in probability as L → ∞, which again
implies Condition (2.10) and therefore the system a.s. stays active.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 uses a toppling procedure in which particles
help each other progressing in the right direction. The idea is to keep the
particles spread so that they form a safe zone where the last particle can
transit without sleeping. This way the particle has a reasonable chance of
catching up with the others without falling asleep outside the safe zone.
For v ∈ Rd, let Hv = {z ∈ Zd : z · v 6 0}. Consider a continuous-time
random walk which starts at 0, jumps at rate 1 according to p(·), and is
killed at rate λ when it is at Hv. Denote by Fv(λ) the probability that this
walk is ever killed. If v is such that v ·∑y yp(y) > 0, we have that Fv(λ) < 1
10−1−L
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Figure 3.1: Stabilizing [−L, 0] from left to right. Disks represent particles
initially present at each site, and circles represent particles that arrive from
the left. Boxes indicate particles which fell asleep after they were left alone.
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for every λ < ∞, and moreover Fv(λ) → 0 as λ → 0. Theorem 3.3 thus
follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. For any dimension d and any v ∈ Rd, ζc 6 Fv(λ).
Proof. By Theorem 2.13 we can assume that the initial state is i.i.d. Bernoulli
with parameter ζ. We will show that Condition (2.12) holds if ζ > Fv(λ).
Let Vn = Bn and consider a labeling Vn = {x1, . . . , xr}, where r = |Vn|
and x1 · v 6 · · · 6 xr · v. For i = 0, . . . , r, let Ai = {xi+1, . . . , xr} ⊆ Vn.
The toppling procedure consists of r steps. For i = 1, . . . , r, Step i goes
as follows. If there is a particle at xi then we do a sequence of legal topplings,
starting by a toppling at xi, then at the location where this toppling pushed
the particle to, and so on until this particle either (i) exits Vn, (ii) reaches
an unoccupied site in Ai, or (iii) falls asleep in Vn \Ai. If case (iii) occurs,
we say that the particle is left behind.
By induction we can see that, for i = 1, . . . , r, after Step i− 1, each site
x ∈ Ai−1 (including xi) is either unoccupied or contains exactly one active
particle (recall that we are starting with Bernoulli). Since Vn\Ai ⊆ xi+Hv, at
each step at most one particle is left behind, which happens with probability
bounded from above by Fv(λ).
During this procedure, each particle either ends up exiting Vn or being
left behind (if a given step ends due to condition (ii), the corresponding
particle will be moved again in a later step). Let Nn denote the total number
of particles left behind, and notice that Mn > ‖η0‖Vn − Nn. Therefore,
EMn > ζ |Vn| − Fv(λ) |Vn|. This completes the proof.
Proof of Corollary 3.4. A jump distribution p(·) being directed means that,
for some v ∈ Rd, we have p(y) = 0 for every y such that v ·y 6 0. In this case,
a random walk that starts at 0 and jumps according to p(·) only visits Hv
once (at time zero), and so it follows from definition of Fv that Fv(λ) = λ1+λ .
The result then follows from Proposition 3.5.
4 Exploring the instructions in advance
In this section we introduce a toppling procedure to prove phase transition
in dimension d = 1 by using (2.3) to check Condition (2.9). Compared to
the previous sections, it introduces a novel element which will be used in
§6–§9: the heavy usage of acceptable topplings as a way to enforce activity
and conveniently displace some particles away from their current position.
An element which is specific to the argument presented in this section
and which will be absent in §7–§9 is that the toppling procedure used here
is not “Markovian.” By this we mean that in order to decide on the next
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topplings we use more information than just the outcome of the previous
ones.
Theorem 4.1. For d = 1, for every λ > 0, we have ζc > λ1+λ .
The above lower bound is a particular case of Theorem 7.1. We find
it instructive to understand the proof given in this section, in particular
because it will be used in §6, it provides Corollary 4.4, and it can be adapted
to study the ARW on other graphs such as regular trees. We now move to
proving the theorem.
General strategy
The idea is to try and stabilize all the particles from η0, following the
instructions in I, with the help of acceptable topplings.
After describing the procedure, we will show that, whenever it is successful,
it implies that mη0(0) = 0. We finally show that the procedure is successful
with positive probability if ζ < λ1+λ , implying Condition (2.9).
Description of the toppling procedure
We will try to find a trap for one particle at a time. To find the trap, we
launch an exploration that reveals some instructions in I until it identifies a
suitable trap. To do that, the exploration follows the path that the particle
would perform if we always toppled the site it occupies, and stop when the
trap has been chosen. In the absence of a suitable trap, we declare the
procedure to have failed.
An important issue is that some of the explored instructions are actually
not going to be used by the corresponding particle which will instead remain
sleeping at the trap. In particular, the instructions revealed in one step
could interfere with the conditional distribution of subsequent steps. For this
0 a1 x1 x2biased]
Figure 4.1: First exploration path. It starts at position x1 of the first
particle and stops when it reaches the origin. The horizontal axis represents
the lattice, and above each site x there is a stack of instructions (τx,j)j .
The bold arrows indicate the last jump found at each site x ∈ [1, x1 − 1],
and the bold cross indicates a sleep instruction found just before the last
jump, this being the leftmost such cross, whose location defines a1.
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reason, we will call corrupted the sites where instructions have been revealed
but not used.
If there is a particle at 0, we declare the procedure unsuccessful and stop.
Otherwise, label the initial positions of the particles on Z by · · · 6 x−3 6
x−2 6 x−1 < 0 < x1 6 x2 6 x3 6 · · · .
Let a0 = 0. We now describe the trapping of each particle. Suppose
that the first k − 1 traps have been successfully set up at positions 0 < a1 <
a2 < · · · < ak−2 < ak−1 6 xk−1, and suppose also that the interval [0, ak−1]
contains all traps and corrupted sites found in the previous steps.
We now launch an exploration. Starting at xk, the explorer examines the
next unexplored instruction at its current position, and moves to the site
indicated by such instruction. If it is a sleep instruction, the explorer does
not move. Repeat this indefinitely, and stop upon reaching ak−1.
Next we set up the trap. Notice that, during the k-th exploration, a.s.
each site is visited a finite number of times. Moreover, the explorer either
stops at ak−1 or drifts to +∞. In the latter case we simply take ak = ak−1.
Suppose the former occurs. In this case, the explorer visits every site in
Dk = [ak−1 + 1, xk − 1]. Moreover, the last instruction explored at each site
is a jump to the left, see Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Note that, for each x ∈ Dk,
the second last instruction may or may not be a sleep instruction. We take
ak as the leftmost site at which the second last instruction explored was a
sleep instruction, and call this second last instruction the k-th trap. If there
is no such site in Dk, we declare the entire procedure unsuccessful and stop.
So the trap is a sleep instruction found immediately before the last
instruction, which is a jump to the left. Hence, we know that the exploration
path has not been to the right of ak after it revealed the instruction that
we now declare as being the trap. Hence, all the corrupted sites will be
in [ak−1 + 1, ak], see Figure 4.2. Therefore, this process can be carried on
indefinitely, as long as all the steps are successful.
0 a1 a2 x1 x2biased]
Figure 4.2: Second exploration path. It starts at position x2 of the second
particle and stops when it reaches a1. The regions in gray indicate the
instructions already examined by the first explorer. The dark gray contains
instructions examined but not used, whose locations determine the set of
corrupted sites.
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If all the previous steps are successful, we repeat a symmetric construction
on the negative half-line.
If the procedure is successful, then mη0(0) = 0
We will show that, following the instructions of I, η0 is stabilized in Vn =
[x−n, xn] with finitely many acceptable topplings, without toppling 0.
Let us first stabilize the particle that starts at x1. To this end, we
successively topple the sites found by the first explorer, until it reaches the
trap at a1. At this moment the particle will fall asleep, and the site a1 will be
stable. Note that these are acceptable topplings and the particle is following
the same path that the explorer did, even if sometimes it will be sleeping.
We also know that, after the last visit to a1, the explorer did not go further
to the right, so when settling the first particle we use all the instructions
examined so far, except some lying in [a0 + 1, a1]. Therefore, the second
particle can be stabilized in the same way, as it will find the same instructions
that determined the second exploration path.
Notice also that the first particle does not visit 0, and the second
particle neither visits 0 nor a1, thus it is settled without activating the
first particle. Likewise, the k-th particle is settled at ak, without ever visiting
{0, a1, a2, . . . , ak−1}, for all k = 1, . . . , n. After settling the n first particles
in Z+, we perform the analogous procedure for the first n particles in Z−.
This means that η0 can be stabilized in Vn with finitely many acceptable
topplings, not necessarily in Vn, and never toppling the origin. By (2.3),
mVn,η0(0) = 0. Since it holds for all n ∈ N and Vn ↑ Z as n→∞, this gives
mη0(0) = 0.
The procedure is successful with positive probability
For each site x ∈ D1, the probability of finding a sleep instruction just before
its last jump equals λ1+λ , and this happens independently of the path and
independently for each site. Thus, a1 − a0 is a geometric random variable
with parameter λ1+λ truncated at x1 − a0.
Since no corrupted sites were left outside [a0+1, a1] in the first exploration,
the interdistance a2 − a1 is independent of a1. Moreover, its distribution is
also geometric with parameter λ1+λ . The same holds for a3 − a2, a4 − a3, etc.
By the law of large numbers, an ∼ 1+λλ n. On the other hand, n ∼ ζxn (again
by law of large numbers). Therefore, if ζ < λ1+λ , the event that ak < xk for
all k has positive probability. Finally, occurrence of this event implies that
the procedure is successful, and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is finished.
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Some immediate extensions and corollaries
In the above estimates, we obtained the following.
Remark 4.2. The distances {ak − ak−1}k>1 are i.i.d. geometric variables
with parameter λ1+λ .
Simple modifications in the choice of the trap would give the following.
Remark 4.3. Let X = (Xn)n>0 denote the Doob’s h-transform of a walk
starting at 0 and jumping according to p(·). That is, X is the walk conditioned
to be positive for all n > 0. Let N be a geometric variable with parameter
λ
1+λ independent of X, and let Z = max{X1, . . . , XN}. The distances {ak −
ak−1}k>1 can be made i.i.d. and distributed as Z. With this modification,
the above proof gives ζc > 1EZ rather than just ζc >
1
EN .
Corollary 4.4. For d = 1, if the walks are not directed, we have ζc > λ1+λ .
5 Particle flow between sparse sources
In this section we prove the following.
Theorem 5.1. For d = 1 and symmetric walks, we have ζc → 0 as λ→ 0.
The theorem is proved by checking Condition (2.12). Define the region
Dr = {1, . . . , r − 1} ⊆ Zd with d = 1, and denote by η′ the configuration
obtained after legally stabilizing η0 in Dr. The following proposition is more
than enough to prove the theorem, and will also be used in §6.
Proposition 5.2. For ρ > 0, there are λ > 0, c > 0 and C <∞ such that
P
(‖η′‖Dr > ρr ∣∣ η0) 6 Ce−cr
for all r ∈ N and η0 ∈ (N0)Dr .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let ζ > 0. By Theorem 2.13, we can assume the
initial state is i.i.d. with mean ζ. To check Condition (2.12), we can work
with Dr instead of Vn. Taking ρ < ζ and λ as in Proposition 5.2, we get that
lim supr EMrr = lim supr
E‖η0‖Dr−E‖η′‖Dr
r > ζ − ρ > 0. By Theorem 2.11, this
implies a.s. activity, which means ζc 6 ζ, concluding the proof.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Proposition 5.2.
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5.1 General framework
Fix some natural K > 2ρ−1. Each site of the form iK for i ∈ Z is called a
source. We can suppose r = (n+ 1)K for some n ∈ N. We can also suppose
that η0 ∈ {0, 1}Vr , otherwise we simply topple every site containing two or
more particles until there is no longer such a site, and start from the resulting
configuration.
We start presenting two auxiliary dynamics, the r-ARW and t-ARW.
We then analyze how each block of the t-ARW behaves individually for
all possible inputs. Later we consider global constraints given by mass
balance equations for the flow of particles between sources, and see how the
proposition follows from these constraints and an estimate involving a single
source. We finally prove the single-source estimate.
Restricted ARW
We introduce a toppling procedure that gives a lower bound for the activity
in the ARW. The restricted ARW procedure (r-ARW for short) goes as follows.
We assign a different color to each source. Particles get the color of the
last source they visited (those initially located between two sources can be
assigned any of the two colors). When a particle finds a sleep instruction, we
declare it to be frozen. When an unfrozen particle is found at the same site,
it will unfreeze the frozen particle, but only if they have the same color. So
a site might contain two frozen particles of different colors, or even a frozen
particle of one color plus several unfrozen particles of another color. At each
step, we topple a site in Dr containing unfrozen particles, and we do this
until all particles in Dr are frozen.
We now discuss what this procedure says about the ARW on Dr.
A frozen particle may be active or sleeping in the ARW. But every
unfrozen particle is also active, thus all topplings performed during this
procedure are legal for the ARW. Hence, the configuration obtained at the
end of this procedure gives an upper bound for ‖η′‖Dr .
Two-layer ARW
We now introduce the two-layer ARW dynamics (t-ARW for short), which
is given by the ARW dynamics on the two-layer graph shown in Figure 5.1.
Sites are grouped into blocks numbered i = 1, . . . , n. Each block contains
2K − 1 regular sites, including a source, plus one buffer site. Particles never
sleep at the buffers. For a configuration to be considered stable, all the
regular sites must be either vacant or occupied by a sleeping particle, and
each buffers which is linked to a source must be empty.
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Remark that the t-ARW is equivalent to the r-ARW if we identify sites
with the same horizontal coordinate and add up their particles. Given the
horizontal position of a particle, it has two possible colors in the r-ARW,
or equivalently it is on the upper or lower layer in the t-ARW. A sleeping
particle in the t-ARW corresponds to a frozen in the r-ARW. The first and
last buffers will never be toppled, they correspond to sites 0 and r.
The t-ARW is more convenient to work with because it is Abelian.
To define the initial configuration ξ on the two-layer graph, we distribute
each particle in configuration η0 ∈ {0, 1}Dr to one of the two layers, according
to its color. In the remainder of this section, we assume that the initial
configuration ξ on the two-layer graph is fixed, and omit it in the notation.
The estimates will hold uniformly with respect to ξ.
Single-block dynamics
Consider any sequence of legal topplings performed on the two-layer graph
until the configuration is stable. By Abelianness of the t-ARW, the final
configuration does not depend on the order of topplings. And by the above
considerations, it provides a stochastic upper bound for
∥∥η′∥∥
Dr
.
Now notice that the interaction between a given block and the other ones
is only through the input of particles from the buffer into its source and the
output of particles from its leftmost and rightmost sites into a neighboring
buffer. In order to analyze the relation between input and output, we fix a
block i and study all possible values of inflow m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
For m ∈ N0, consider the stabilization of the configuration ξ + mδiK
inside the i-th block. That is, m particles are added to the source iK and
the configuration is toppled until it is stable in the block. By the Abelian
property, it does not matter whether the m particles are all added at the
beginning or added one by one with some topplings being performed in
between.
buffer
block
source
Figure 5.1: The two-layer graph for the t-ARW with K = 4 and n = 5.
It has 5 sources, at (horizontal) distance 4 from each other, represented
by big sites. Between the two layers there are 5 + 2 buffers, represented
by tiny sites. The first and last buffers correspond to sites x = 0 and
x = (n+ 1)K = 24. Directed edges indicate that buffers receive particles
from neighboring blocks and releases them to the corresponding source.
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We now define random functions denoted by Li(·), Ri(·) and Si(·),
illustrated in Figure 5.2. Let Li(m) count the number of particles that exit
the block from the left when ξ+mδiK is stabilized in the i-th block, let Ri(m)
count the number of particles that exit the block from the right, Si(m) the
number of particles sleeping in the block. Let Ti(m) = Li(m)+Ri(m)+Si(m)
be the total number of particles in ξi +mδiK , where ξi is the restriction of ξ
to the i-th block.
Remark the following about the change of these functions as m increases
to m′ > m. First, Ti(m) equals m plus the number of particles initially found
in the block, so it always increases by m′ −m. The function Si assumes
values on {0, . . . , 2K−1}, so it can change by at most 2K−1. The functions
Li and Ri are non-decreasing. It follows from these observations that
Li(m′) 6 Li(m) +m′ −m+ 2K (5.3)
for all 0 6 m < m′.
Note that these functions are random because they depend on the field
of instructions I, but they are independent across different blocks i.
Mass balance equations and proof of active phase
After globally stabilizing the two-layer graph, the odometer at the internal
buffer sites will be given by m∗ = (m∗1, . . . ,m∗n). Writing R0 ≡ 0 and
Ln+1 ≡ 0, the vector m∗ satisfies the mass balance equations
mi = Ri−1(mi−1) + Li+1(mi+1) for i = 1, . . . , n. (5.4)
We say that a non-negative integer vector m is realizable if it satisfies the
above system of equations. A fixed deterministic m being realizable is a
random event, because the functions Ri(·) and Li(·) are random. Note that
the random odometer m∗ defined above is always realizable.
We now rewrite the above system as
Li(mi) = mi−1 −Ri−2(mi−2) (5.5)
for i = 1, . . . , n+ 1, where R−1 ≡ 0 and m0 can be taken as L1(m1).
For a non-negative vector m, define
S(m) =
n∑
i=1
Si(mi).
m
Ri(m)Li(m)
Si(m)
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the dynamics inside a single block.
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The total number of particles present in the blocks after global stabilization
of the two-layer graph is given by
S∗ = S(m∗).
Lemma 5.6 (Single-block estimate). If λ is small enough depending on K,
then for every n ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , n, and initial configuration ξ, we have
sup
`
E
[∑
m
eSi(m) · 1{Li(m)=`}
]
6 3.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Recall that K > 2ρ−1 is fixed, and choose λ
according to the previous lemma. Also recall that r = (n + 1)K. Finally,
recall that (5.5) is satisfied for i = 1, . . . , n when m = m∗. Therefore,
P(S∗ > ρr) =
∑
m
P(S(m) > ρr, m∗ = m)
6
∑
m
P
(
eS(m) > eρr, m is realizable
)
6 e−ρr
∑
m
E
[
eS(m)1{m is realizable}
]
= e−ρr
∑
m0
E
[∑
m1
· · ·
∑
mn
n∏
i=1
eSi(mi)1{Li(mi)=mi−1−Ri−2(mi−2)}
]
.
Now notice that the random functions Sn(·) and Ln(·) are independent of
the family of random functions Xn = (Lj(·), Rj(·), Sj(·))j=1,...n−1. Hence,
E
[∑
m1
· · ·
∑
mn
n∏
i=1
eSi(mi)1{Li(mi)=mi−1−Ri−2(mi−2)}
∣∣∣∣Xn] =
=
∑
m1
· · ·
∑
mn−1
E
[∑
mn
eSn(mn)1{Ln(mn)=mn−1−Rn−2(mn−2)}
∣∣∣∣Xn]×
×
n−1∏
i=1
[
eSi(mi)1{Li(mi)=mi−1−Ri−2(mi−2)}
]
.
The last conditional expectation is bounded from above by
sup
`
E
[∑
mn
eSn(mn)1{Ln(mn)=`}
]
.
Hence, regarding the previous chain of inequalities, we can pull the last
term in the product out of the expectation. The same reasoning works for
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i = n− 1, n− 2, . . . , giving
P(S∗ > ρr) 6 e−ρr
∑
m0
E
[∑
m1
· · ·
∑
mn
n∏
i=1
eSi(mi)1{Li(mi)=mi−1−Ri−2(mi−2)}
]
6 e−ρr
∑
m0
n∏
i=1
sup
`
E
[∑
mi
eSi(mi)1{Li(mi)=`}
]
6 re−ρr3n 6 re−cr.
Since
∥∥η′‖Dr is stochastically dominated by S∗, this concludes the proof.
5.2 Single-block estimate
We now prove Lemma 5.6. Take M0 ∈ N so that
e2K(59)
j 6 (35)
j for all j >M0 (5.7)
and take ε > 0 so that
6εe2K + (59)
j 6 65(
3
5)
j for all j 6M0. (5.8)
Now take M1 ∈ N such that the probability of getting at least one tail out
of M1 fair coin tosses is at least 1 − ε, and take M2 > 2M1 such that the
probability of getting at least M1 + 2K + 2 tails out of M2 fair coin tosses is
at least 1− ε. Finally, take λ small enough so that, with probability at least
1− ε, M2 independent random walks all reach distance 2K before sleeping.
We now show how to put all these pieces together.
Let ` ∈ N0. For the process(
Li(m), Ri(m), Si(m)
)
m=0,1,2,... ,
define the following stopping times:
T1 = min{m : Li(m) > `−M1 − 2K − 2},
T2 = T1 +M1,
T3 = min{m : Li(m) > `},
T4 = min{m : Li(m) > `+ 1}.
From the above definitions and (5.3), we have
T1 < T2 < T3 6 T4.
Consider the event
A = {Si(m) > 0 for some m ∈ [T3, T4)}.
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Since Si(m) < 2K for every m, by definition of A we have,∑
j>0
eSi(T3+j) · 1{T4−T3>j} 6
∑
j>0
e2K1A · 1{T4−T3>j}. (5.9)
We will show that
P(T4 − T3 > j) 6 (59)j for all j > 0 (5.10)
and
P(A) 6 6ε. (5.11)
Let us first see how these imply the lemma. Using (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), (5.8),
and (5.7),
E
[∑
m
eSi(m) · 1{Li(m)=`}
]
6
∑
j>0
E
[
e2K1A · 1{T4−T3>j}
]
6
M0∑
j=0
[
P(T4 − T3 > j) + e2KP(A)
]
+
+
∑
j>M0
[
e2KP(T4 − T3 > j)
]
6
M0∑
j=0
[
6εe2K + (59)
j
]
+
∑
j>M0
[
e2K(59)
j
]
6
∑
j>0
6
5(
3
5)
j = 3.
So let us prove (5.10). Given that Li(m) = `, and given all the information
revealed when stabilizing ξ + mδiK in the i-th block, we claim that the
conditional probability of Li(m + 1) > ` is at least 1−ε2 , which is greater
than 49 . Estimate (5.10) then follows by successive conditioning. Now to
see why the claim holds true, consider the following toppling procedure for
ξ+(m+1)δiK . We keep the (m+1)-st particle in the buffer and let ξ+mδiK
stabilize. We then add said particle to the source, and move it until it either
finds a sleep instruction or exits the block. By the choice of λ, the probability
of exiting before finding a sleep instruction has probability at least 1 − ε,
and by symmetry the probability of leaving the block from the left will be
half of it. After that, we stabilize the remaining active particles, if any.
To finish the proof of Lemma 5.6, it remains to show (5.11).
We consider only ` > M1 + 2K + 2. The case of smaller ` uses similar
but simpler arguments, and will be omitted. We will indicate with a “(*)”
some events which occur with conditional probability at least 1 − ε, as a
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consequence of our choices ofM1, M2 and λ. This chain of events all together
imply Ac.
Denote by (ξ + T1δiK)′ the configuration obtained after stabilizing the
configuration ξ + T1δiK in the i-th block. We now stabilize the configuration
(ξ + T1δiK)′ + M1δiK obtained by adding M1 new active particles at the
source iK. Let each of these M1 new active particles move until it exits
the block or finds a sleep instruction. Suppose none of them finds a sleep
instruction before exiting (*). Suppose at least one of them exits the block
from the left (*) and at least one from the right (*).
In this case, all the sleeping particles present in (ξ + T1δiK)′ have been
activated. One by one, let each particle move until it exits the block or
finds a sleep instruction. Suppose none of them finds a sleep instruction (*).
When all the above events occur, Si(T2) = 0.
So we resume from T2 and assuming Si(T2) = 0. Suppose the next M2
particles to be added to the source iK exit the i-th block before finding a
sleep instruction (*). Given this event, the conditional probability that at
least M1 + 2K + 2 of them exit from the left is also at least 1− ε.
Suppose the latter event also occurs. Then Si(m) = 0 for m = T2, T2 +
1, . . . , T2 + M2, and moreover Li(T2 + M2) > Li(T2) + M1 + 2K + 2. It
remains to check that these two events imply Ac. The last inequality implies
that Li(T2 + M2) > ` + 1, so T4 6 T2 + M2. On the other hand, as noted
after these stopping times were defined, it follows from (5.3) that T2 < T3.
Hence, when the above events occur we have Si(m) = 0 for T3 6 m 6 T4
and event A cannot occur, so its probability is at most 6ε.
This concludes the proof of (5.11) and hence that of Proposition 5.2.
6 Fast and slow phases for finite systems
Consider the ARW model on the ring Zn = Z/nZ instead of Zd. When a
particle jumps, it chooses one of the two nearest neighbors according to a fair
coin. The initial configuration η0 is taken as i.i.d. Poisson with parameter
ζ and all particles starting active. Let T = ∑xmZn,η0(x) denote the total
number of topplings performed during stabilization of η0.
Theorem 6.1. Let 0 < ζ < 1. If λ is small enough, there exist δ > 0 and
δ′ > 0 such that, for all large n,
P(T > eδ′n) > 1− e−δn. (6.2)
If λ is large enough, there exist δ > 0 and κ <∞ such that, for all large n,
P(T 6 κn log2 n) > 1− n−δ. (6.3)
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Problem. Show that (6.2) or (6.3) must hold for every (ζ, λ) outside the
critical curve of Figure 1.1.
Problem. Improve the estimate (6.3) to one without the log2 n term.
Problem. Show that the family mZn,η0(0) is tight on the fast phase.
Problem. Show similar behavior in case of biased jumps.
Problem. Study fast to slow transition in higher dimensions.
6.1 Slow phase
We first prove (6.2). For simplicity we consider the model on Z2n (i.e. we
work with an even number of sites). The proof is based on a cyclic toppling
procedure described as follows. At all times, particles will be declared to be
alive or steady. Initially, declare all particles to be alive.
The toppling procedure consists in alternating between two modes, as
illustrated in Figure 6.1. In Mode A, site x = 0 is called source and x = n
is called sink. In Mode B the roles are reversed. During each mode, we
topple all sites containing active alive particles, except the sink. We keep
toppling until there are no more such sites. At the beginning of each mode,
we declare all active particles to be alive, and all sleeping particles to be
steady. Note that particles that are declared steady at the beginning of a
mode will not move during that mode, but they may be activated in the
meantime, in which case they will be alive in the next mode. Note also that
in this process we only use legal topplings.
Fix some ρ < ζ5 , so the expected number of particles in Z2n equals 10ρn.
If the initial configuration has fewer than 9ρn particles, we stop the procedure
(before it even starts). Otherwise we run Mode A.
At the end of Mode A, we stop the procedure if (i) more than 2ρn alive
particles are sleeping, or (ii) some site of Z2n is not visited by any of the
alive particles during this mode. Otherwise we switch to Mode B. At the
end of Mode B, we stop the procedure if at least one of the above conditions
is met, otherwise we switch to Mode A. We continue this indefinitely until a
condition to stop is met. The first run of Mode A is rather special: it does
Mode A
Source
Sink
Mode B
Figure 6.1: Two alternating modes of the toppling procedure.
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not start with many particles at the source, but it starts with all particles
alive. For this first run we do not check condition (ii).
We now argue that, at the beginning of each run of Mode A or Mode B,
at least 7ρn particles will be active and alive, of which at least 5ρn will be at
the source. Indeed, at the end of the previous mode, no more than 2ρn of the
alive particles were found sleeping, hence at least 5ρn of them finished at the
sink. Moreover, all sites of Z2n have been visited, hence all the previously
steady particles were activated, implying that at least 7ρn particles were
active when the previous mode ended.
We are ready to make the probabilistic estimates leading to (6.2).
A crude bound on the number of topplings is the following: at each mode
we perform at least one toppling. Hence, to get (6.2) we only need to prove
that the probability (conditioned on the past) of stopping the procedure at
the end of each mode is less than e−cn for some c.
Moreover, it is enough to prove this estimate for Mode B. Indeed, Mode A
is analogous (and its first run is simpler), and the probability of starting
with fewer than 9ρn particles decays exponentially fast by Chernoff bound
for sums of i.i.d. Poisson variables.
Condition (i) is the most laborious part. But all the work has been done
in §5, and at this point it suffices to choose λ according to Proposition 5.2.
Indeed, since the sink is never toppled, this process is the same as the process
on D2n = {1, . . . , 2n− 1} and Proposition 5.2 says that condition (i) is met
with exponentially small probability.
For condition (ii), label 5ρn alive particles initially found at x = 0 and see
whether each one of them ends up sleeping, reaches x = n in the clockwise
sense, or reaches x = n in the counter-clockwise sense. For the particles
which end up sleeping, use extra randomness to complete their tentative
path which is stopped only upon reaching x = n. By symmetry, each labeled
particle tentatively reaches x = n from either direction with probability 12 ,
independently of the other labeled particles. Now if condition (i) is not met, it
implies that at least 3ρn of these 5ρn particles perform a random walk which
does make it to x = n, so they will perform all their tentative paths. On the
other hand, the probability that 3ρn or more out of the 5ρn independent
tentative paths reach n through the same direction is exponentially small by
Chernoff bound for sums of i.i.d. Bernoulli variables. This gives the estimate
for the probability of stopping the procedure at each mode, which concludes
the proof of (6.2).
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6.2 Fast phase
We now prove (6.3). Let
λ
1 + λ > ζ
′ > ζ. (6.4)
Letter K denotes a constant which will be chosen large during the proof.
Letters C and c denote constants whose precise values are not crucial for the
arguments and may change from line to line. They depend on ζ, ζ ′ and λ
but neither on K nor on n. Constants δ, δ′ and κ also depend on the choice
of K.
Let r = bK lognc and split the ring Zn into arcs containing 2r + 1 sites
(we can leave a spare site between some pairs of consecutive arcs to keep n
sites in total). The middle point of each arc will be called the source.
We consider a toppling procedure split into two stages. In Stage 1, we
force each particle to move by means of acceptable topplings, until it reaches
one of the sources. If a source gets more than 2ζ ′r particles, we declare
the procedure to have failed and stop. In Stage 2, we let the configuration
stabilize normally, by using only legal topplings. If a particle leaves the
corresponding arc during this stage, we declare the procedure to have failed.
Otherwise it is successful.
We will show that the probability of failure is bounded by n−δ for large
n. Moreover, with exponentially high probability, on the event that the
procedure succeeds, the total odometer will be bounded by Cnr2, which
proves (6.3).
Estimate for the total odometer
We start by stating a crude bound on exit times for random walks. Consider
a collection of n or fewer independent lazy walks, each one stopped upon
reaching distance 3r. The number of steps each walk makes is stochastically
dominated by Cr2X, where X is a geometric random variable with mean
2. Indeed, by taking C large, the probability of exiting [−3r, 3r] within Cr2
steps is larger than 12 regardless of the starting point, so if it fails to exit
in Cr2 steps we can start over. Hence, by enlarging C and using Chernoff
bound for sums of i.i.d. geometric variables, the probability that the overall
total number of jumps exceeds Cnr2 is less than e−cn.
We can assume that ‖η0‖ < n, otherwise the procedure will necessarily
fail at Stage 1. Now during this stage, each particle performs a lazy random
walk stopped upon reaching a source. The laziness comes from the fact that
sleep instructions keep the particle at the same site. So by the previous
paragraph, the total odometer produced during this stage is bounded by
Cnr2 with probability at least 1− e−cn.
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During Stage 2, each particle performs a random path which is stopped
earlier than reaching distance r, unless the procedure fails. In order to
compare the path performed by the particles with a collection of independent
lazy walks, we extend the paths by using extra randomness, so that the
resulting collection of paths is distributed as a collection of independent
lazy symmetric walks. So the same argument applies to the total odometer
obtained at this stage, concluding the estimates on the total odometer.
Estimates for Stage 1
Let x be a given source. Particles which reach x during Stage 1 must have
started at sites between the sources immediately to the left and right of x.
Conditioning on the initial configuration, for each site y, a given particle
starting at y will, independently of other particles, reach x before another
source with a probability py which is proportional to the distance between
its initial location and the other source.
Now the i.i.d. Poisson assumption about the initial configuration η0
simplifies the argument, in that the number of particles reaching x will be
a Poisson variable with parameter ∑y ζpy, independently over y. Since the
probabilities py increase linearly from 0 to 1 and the nearest sources are at
distance less than 2r+ 2, this parameter is less than 2ζr+ 2. So by Chernoff
bound for a Poisson variable with large parameter, the probability that x
gets more than 2ζ ′r particles during Stage 1 is bounded by e−cr for large
r. Summing over all sources, the probability that some source gets more
than 2ζ ′r particles is bounded by n2r+1e−cr for large n. By choosing K large
enough, this is less than n−δ for all large n.
Estimates for Stage 2
The central statement about this stage is the following.
Proposition 6.5. For ζ ′ < λ1+λ , consider the symmetric ARW on Z starting
with m 6 2ζ ′r particles at 0 and no other particles elsewhere. Then the
probability that some particle ever leaves the interval [−r, r] is less than e−cr
for all large r.
Note that, unless the procedure failed during Stage 1, there are fewer
than 2ζ ′r particles at each source. Therefore, applying the proposition and
summing over all arcs we can bound the probability of failure during Stage 2
by n2r+1e−cr for large n, with a possibly different constant c. By further
enlarging K, again we can find δ such that this bound stays below n−δ for
all large n.
It remains to prove the proposition.
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First, recall the toppling procedure presented in §4. Translating that
procedure by −r, we initially have a barrier at a0 = −r, and a new barrier
aj > aj−1 is added when an exploration reaches the previous barrier aj−1. A
modification that we make in order to prove Proposition 6.5 is to confine the
explorations from both directions. Namely, there is a second barrier initially
at b0 = +r, and a new barrier bi < bi−1 is added each time the exploration
reaches the previous barrier bi−1. We can carry this exploration m times, as
long as the condition aj < 0 < bi is preserved. If some of the m explorations
fails to find a suitable trap, we declare the procedure to have failed and stop,
otherwise it is successful.
We now show that this procedure is successful with high probability.
Recalling Remark 4.2, the distances aj − aj−1 are i.i.d. until the moment
j∗ when the procedure fails due to the explorer hitting aj∗−1 but being unable
to find a suitable trap. Moreover, even the failure to find the trap can be
coupled to the event that aj∗−1 + Y > x0 for a geometric random variable
Y , where x0 = 0 is the starting position of the explorer. For convenience,
after the procedure is finished we continue sampling independent geometric
variables just so that we get two independent i.i.d. sequences (aj − aj−1)j∈N
and (bi−1 − bi)i∈N.
Define J(0) = I(0) = 0. When the (k + 1)-th explorer starts, the
barriers are at aJ(k) and bI(k). If the explorer hits aJ(k) before bI(k), we set
J(k+ 1) = J(k) + 1 and I(k+ 1) = I(k), otherwise we set I(i+ 1) = I(k) + 1
and J(k + 1) = J(k). This way J(k) + I(k) = k throughout the whole
procedure. The goal then is to show that
P(k∗ 6 m) 6 e−cr, (6.6)
where k∗ = min{k : aJ(k) > 0 or bI(k) 6 0}.
If we were assuming ζ < 12 , we could choose
λ
1+λ > 2ζ ′ in (6.4). In
this case, the conclusion of Proposition 6.5 would follow immediately from
the analysis made in §4, with the use of Chernoff bound for sums of i.i.d.
geometric variables. However, we want to show a stronger result that extends
to arbitrary ζ < 1, and this requires a more delicate argument. We would
like to argue that about half of the particles will go to each direction. But
there is an inconvenient reinforcement here: if many explorations have chosen
left, it increases the chances that the next explorations will make the same
choice. Fortunately, this effect is not strong enough to produce a macroscopic
unbalance between I and J , as shown below.
The law of (−aJ(k), bI(k))k=0,...,k∗ can be described as follows. Consider
an urn containing X0 = r purple and Z0 = r yellow balls. At each turn k, a
ball is sampled uniformly from the urn. The sampled ball is returned and a
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random number Yk of balls with opposite color are destroyed, where Yk has
geometric distribution with parameter ζ ′′ = λ1+λ > ζ ′. That is,
(Xk, Zk)− (Xk−1, Zk−1) =
(0,−Yk), with probability
Xk
Xk+Zk ,
(−Yk, 0), with probability ZkXk+Zk .
Finally, the urn process is stopped when one of the colors disappears, that is
at step k∗ = min{k : Xk 6 0 or Zk 6 0}.
Lemma 6.7. For 0 < ζ ′ < ζ ′′ < 1, we have P(k∗ 6 2ζ ′r) 6 e−cr.
The proof is given in Section 3.4 of [BGHR19] using a decoupling of
the urn process as in [KV03] and applying estimates for sums of non-i.i.d.
geometric and exponential random variables from [Jan18].
Lemma 6.7 implies (6.6), which in turn implies Proposition 6.5.
7 Weak and strong stabilization
In this section we prove the following for the ARW on Zd.
Theorem 7.1. For any jump distribution in any dimension, ζc > λ1+λ .
Theorem 7.2. If d > 2, then ζc < 1 for every λ <∞ and ζc → 0 as λ→ 0.
Problem. Prove a similar statement for unbiased walks on Z2.
Problem. At least prove that ζc < 1 for some λ.
We will consider toppling sequences for any finite V ⊆ Zd, but changing
the stability condition at site 0. In what follows, we will define weak and
strong stabilizations of a configuration η in the box V .
7.1 Definitions and first corollaries
We say that 0 is w-stable if η(0) 6 1, and we say that 0 is s-stable if η(0) = 0.
Otherwise we say that 0 is w-unstable or s-unstable. For y 6= 0 we say that y
is stable, w-stable, and s-stable if η(y) 6 s.
Toppling a site z will be called w-legal if z is w-unstable, and s-legal if
z is s-unstable (recall from §2.2 that toppling a site containing a sleeping
particle is a well-defined operation). We say that a sequence α of acceptable
topplings weakly stabilizes η in V if Φαη is w-stable in V . We say that it
strongly stabilizes η in V if Φαη is s-stable in V .
Let us restate Lemma 2.1 in this context.
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Lemma 7.3. If α is an acceptable sequence of topplings that w-stabilizes η
in V , and β ⊆ V is a w-legal sequence of topplings for η, then mβ 6 mα.
The same holds replacing ‘w’ by ‘s’.
Proof. It is the very same proof as that of Lemma 2.1.
Define
mwV,η = sup
β⊆V w-legal
mβ, m
s
V,η = sup
β⊆V s-legal
mβ.
Notice that w-legal topplings are always legal, which are always s-legal, which
in turn are always acceptable. In particular, we have by inclusion
mwV,η 6 mV,η 6 msV,η.
Now let η0 be random and independent of I, as described in §2.3. Let
η′V be the resulting configuration obtained by stabilizing η0 in V with legal
topplings, and ηwV be the result of weakly stabilizing η0 in V with w-legal
topplings. For finite V , these are a.s. well-defined since a stable or w-stable
configuration is a.s. achieved after finitely many topplings. The Abelian
property implies that neither η′V nor ηwV depends on the order at which these
legal or w-legal topplings are performed.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By Abelianness, one way to stabilize η0 in V is to
first weakly stabilize η0 in V , and then stabilize ηwV in V .
With the procedure in mind, we claim that
mV,η0(0) > 1 =⇒ ηwV (0) = 1.
If there is ever a particle at 0, weak stabilization does not let this particle
leave, and ηwV (0) = 1. Otherwise, 0 is never visited during weak stabilization
and ηwV (0) = 0, in which case ηwV is not only w-stable but also stable, so
η′V = ηwV and mV,η0(0) = 0, which proves the claim. On the other hand,
P
(
η′V (0) = s
)
> λ1+λ P
(
ηwV (0) = 1
)
.
Indeed, if ηwV (0) = 1 then 0 is the only site in V where ηwV is unstable, so
stabilization of ηwV starts with a toppling at 0. In this case, with probability
λ
λ+1 , stabilization is achieved immediately, with a particle sleeping at 0.
From these two observations we get
P
(
η′V (0) = s
)
> λ1+λ P
(
mV,η0(0) > 1
)
.
Now suppose mη0(0) = ∞ a.s. and let ε > 0. Take r such that
P(mV,η0(0) > 1) > 1 − ε for every V ⊇ Br. Take R such that |BR−r| >
(1− ε)|BR|. From the previous inequality, E
[
#{x ∈ BR−r : η′BR(x) = s}
]
>
λ
1+λ(1−ε)2|BR|. On the other hand, all particles in η′BR were initially present
in BR, therefore λ1+λ(1− ε)2|BR| 6 E‖η0‖V = ζ|BR|. Since ε was arbitrary,
we must have ζ > λ1+λ .
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7.2 Stabilization via successive weak stabilizations
Let d > 2, and define
1 < G = E
[
visits of a random walk to its starting point
]
<∞.
In this subsection we let V 3 0 and η ∈ (N0)V be finite and fixed.
In the following arguments we consider a toppling procedure for obtaining
stabilization and strong stabilization via successive weak stabilizations, shown
in Figure 7.1. Let TV and T sV count the number of rounds needed for
stabilization and strong stabilization to be achieved, respectively (weak
stabilization is always achieved in the first round). From this definition we
have
TV = 1 ⇐⇒ ηwV (0) = 0 ⇐⇒ T sV = 1. (7.4)
Before we start using this procedure and studying TV , we need a couple of
lemmas. We define the “jump odometer” m¯V,η by counting only the number
of jump instructions performed at each site when η is stabilized in V . Define
m¯sV,η and m¯wV,η similarly. Let η+ = η + δ0 denote the result of adding an
active particle at 0 to a configuration η.
Lemma 7.5 (Strong−weak=extra particle). We have m¯sV,η = m¯wV,η+ .
Particle at 0?
Move on to the
next round
strong
stabilization
achieved
stabilization
achieved
First round
Topple 0
Perform weak
stabilization in V
Yes
No
Yes
No
Jump
instruction?
illegal but acceptable
there is a single particle at 0
w-stable: η(0) 6 1
stable: η(0) 6 s
s-stable: η(0) = 0
Figure 7.1: Flow diagram showing a way to obtain stabilization by
alternating between weak stabilizations and legal topplings at 0. If
stabilization is achieved with a sleeping particle at 0, the process can
be continued using acceptable topplings until strong stabilization is also
achieved.
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Proof. A sequence of topplings β is w-legal for η+ if and only if it is s-legal
for η. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 7.6 (Getting rid of the extra particle). We have
E
[
m¯wV,η+(0)
]
6 G+ E
[
m¯wV,η(0)
]
.
Proof. Consider the following toppling procedure. First, make the extra
particle at 0 jump until it leaves V . Then, weakly stabilize the resulting
configuration (which is η). Since the resulting configuration is weakly stable,
by Lemma 7.3 the jump odometer of this procedure gives an upper bound for
m¯wV,η+(0). Now the expected number of visits to 0 in the first stage is bounded
by G (in fact it tends to G as V increases), proving the inequality.
From the two previous lemmas, we get the following.
Corollary 7.7. We have E
[
m¯sV,η(0)− m¯wV,η(0)
]
6 G.
We finally derive estimates for TV and T sV .
Lemma 7.8. We have m¯sV,η(0) > m¯wV,η(0) + T sV − 1.
Proof. Consider the strong stabilization of η on V via successive weak
stabilizations as shown in Figure 7.1, run until strong stabilization is achieved.
The first round starts in the middle of the diagram and consists of a weak
stabilization. For each of the other T sV − 1 rounds, a jump instruction is
eventually performed at 0 before strong stabilization is achieved.
From the two previous statements, we get the following.
Corollary 7.9. We have ETV 6 ET sV 6 1 +G 6 2G.
7.3 Main estimates
Theorem 7.2 will follow from two propositions, based on the previous
properties of stabilization and strong stabilization via successive weak
stabilizations. We now take the initial configuration η0 random and i.i.d.
We use the following decomposition:
P
(
η′V (0) = s
)
=
∞∑
n=2
P
(
η′(0) = s, TV = n
)
, (7.10)
where n = 1 is excluded by (7.4).
Proposition 7.11. P(η′V (0) = s) 6 4G
√
λ for every V finite.
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Proof. We want to control the summand in (7.10). Given that after n− 1
rounds there is an active particle at 0, the conditional probability that the
next instruction at 0 is a sleep or jump instruction remains unaffected. In
case it is a sleep instruction, the procedure stops at round n and η′V (0) = s.
In case it is a jump instruction, the procedure continues and might reach
round n+ 1. So by induction on n we get, for n > 2,
P(η′V (0) = s, TV = n) 6 λ1+λ
(
1
1+λ
)n−2
.
We now split the sum in (7.10) at an arbitrary point n0 to get
P(η′V (0) = s) 6
n0∑
n=2
λ
1+λ
(
1
1+λ
)n−2
+
∞∑
n=n0+1
P(TV = n).
By simple Markov inequality, minimization over n0 and Corollary 7.9,
P(η′V (0) = s) 6 λ · n0 +
ETV
n0 + 1
6 2
√
λETV 6 2
√
2Gλ,
which completes the proof.
To boost the previous estimate we need a more careful analysis.
Proposition 7.12. P(η′V (0) = s) 6 1− (2 + 2λ)−4G for every V finite.
Proof. Let n > 2. We start observing that
P
(
η′V (0) = s, TV = n
∣∣TV > n) = λ1+λ . (7.13)
We want an upper bound for P(η′V (0) = s, TV = n) which remains smaller
than 1 when summed over n, even for large λ. For that we will relate
stabilization to strong stabilization in a way that retains independence.
Let k > 2 be fixed. The event T sV > k is equal to the event that, on
rounds 1, . . . , k − 1 of strong stabilization via successive weak stabilizations
shown in Figure 7.1, the answer to “Particle at 0?” is “Yes.”
Now the main observation is that this event is independent of the number
of times the upper cycle (the one where 0 is toppled persistently until a
jump instruction is found) is performed at each of the rounds 1, . . . , k − 1.
Indeed, inserting or removing sleep instructions on the stack (τ0,j)j at the
origin may only add or remove cycles in the upper part of the flow diagram,
but has no effect on the outcome of the lower part.
Hence, for n < k we have P
(
TV > n
∣∣TV > n, T sV > k) = 11+λ , which
corresponds to the answer to “Jump instruction?” being “Yes” right at the
beginning of round n. Indeed, this ensures that TV > n because T sV > k
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implies that the next question is also being answered affirmatively. From
this identity, we get
P
(
TV > n+ 1
∣∣T sV > k) = 11+λ P (TV > n ∣∣T sV > k) .
Iterating the above equality for n− 1, n− 2, . . . and using (7.4) yields
P
(
TV > n+ 1
∣∣T sV > k) = ( 11+λ)n−1 P (TV > 2 ∣∣T sV > k) = ( 11+λ)n−1 .
Finally, taking k = n + 1, and since TV > n + 1 implies T sV > k, the
equality becomes
P
(
TV > n+ 1
)
=
(
1
1+λ
)n−1
P
(
T sV > n+ 1
)
.
Substituting this and (7.13) into (7.10) gives
P(η′V (0) = s) =
∞∑
n=2
λ
1+λ P
(
TV > n
)
= λ1+λ
∞∑
n=0
(
1
1+λ
)n
P
(
T sV > n+ 2
)
.
Splitting the sum at n0 = b4Gc > 2E[T sV − 2] by Corollary 7.9, we get
P(η′V (0) = s) 6 λ1+λ
n0−1∑
n=0
(
1
1+λ
)n
+ λ1+λ
∞∑
n=n0
1
2
(
1
1+λ
)n
= 1− 12(1 + λ)−n0 6 1− (2 + 2λ)−4G,
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Assume that ζ > 4G
√
λ. The number N of particles
that exit V during stabilization of V equals ‖η0‖V minus the number of sites
z such that η′V (z) = s. Using Proposition 7.11, EN > (ζ − 4G
√
λ)× |V |, so
Condition (2.12) is satisfied and therefore the system stays a.s. active. The
same argument works assuming ζ > 1− (2 + 2λ)−4G.
8 Uniqueness of the critical density
In this section we prove Theorem 2.13, or the following equivalent formulation.
Theorem 8.1. Let d, λ and p(·) be given. Let ν1 and ν2 be two spatially
ergodic distributions on (N0)Z
d , with respective densities ζ1 < ζ2. If the ARW
system is a.s. fixating with initial state ν2, then it is also a.s. fixating with
initial state ν1.
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Below we briefly sketch the proof of Theorem 8.1, and then give the
complete proof in three parts: embedding the initial configuration into
another one with higher density, stabilization of the embedded configuration,
and finally stabilization of the original configuration. An interesting feature
that distinguishes the toppling procedure used here is that it is not a
sequential procedure for ever-growing finite domains as in the previous
sections, but rather a sequence of parallel-update type of operation that
topples infinitely many sites at once, in order to use ergodicity and mass
conservation.
Problem. Suppose ν is a translation-ergodic active state (active means ν
is supported on (Ns)Z
d \ {0, s}Zd) with density ζ > ζc. Show that the ARW
with initial state ν a.s. stays active.
Problem. Suppose ν is a translation-ergodic absorbing state (absorbing
means supported on {0, s}Zd) with density ζ > ζc. Show that the ARW with
initial state ν plus one active particle at the origin stays active with positive
probability. Note that this property is false if the graph is a tree [JR19].
Problem. Under which conditions besides ζ < ζc does E[m(0)] <∞?
Problem. When does P(m(0) > 1) = 1 imply P(m(0) =∞) = 1?
Let us give a brief sketch before moving to the proof.
The proof is algorithmic and has two stages, both stages being infinite.
The idea is very simple and is related to what is sometimes called decoupling.
Let η0 and ξ0 be independent and distributed as ν1 and ν2. In the first stage,
we evolve η starting from η0 until it gives a configuration η′0 6 ξ0. In the
second stage, we use the same set of instructions to evolve both systems.
Since the evolution of ξ starting from ξ0 a.s. fixates, so does the evolution of
η starting from η′0, concluding the proof. More precisely, in the first stage we
force each particle in the system η to move (by waking it up if needed) until
it meets a particle of ξ0; once they meet, they are paired and will not be
moved until the second stage. Even if it takes infinitely many steps to finish
pairing globally, a.s. every particle in the system η will eventually be paired,
and the resulting odometer will be a.s. finite at every site (if the odometer
were infinite somewhere, by ergodicity it would be infinite everywhere, so
every particle in ξ0 would be paired, implying ζ2 6 ζ1 by mass conservation).
This yields a configuration η′0 6 ξ0. In the second stage, we simply evolve
the system using the remaining instructions. Since they are independent
of ξ0, η0, and of the instructions used in the first stage, by assumption the
remaining instructions a.s. stabilize ξ0 leaving a locally-finite odometer. By
monotonicity of the final odometer with respect to the configuration, the
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same set of remaining instructions also stabilizes η′0, again with a locally-
finite odometer. Adding the odometer of both stages would give the final
locally-finite odometer given by stabilization of η0, except that in the first
stage we have not followed the toppling rules correctly. But it still gives an
upper bound due to Lemma 2.1.
We now turn to the proof.
To make the argument precise we will not exactly move particles as in the
previous sketch, since the embedding requires an infinite number of topplings.
We instead explore the instructions and define a sequence of configurations
in terms of η0, ξ0 and I. We end up concluding that a.s. the result of this
exploration implies that η0 is stabilizable, which in turn implies the statement
of the theorem.
Embedding of the smaller configuration
Without loss of generality, we assume that ν1 or ν2 is not only ergodic but
also mixing (otherwise consider ν3 as i.i.d. Poisson with mean ζ1+ζ22 which is
mixing, and apply the result from ν2 to ν3 and from ν3 to ν1). So suppose
ν2 is mixing. Recall that I is an i.i.d. field, thus the pair (ξ0, I) is mixing
and hence the triple ω = (η0, ξ0, I) is ergodic, see §2.4.
Let η0, ξ0 and I be given, and take h0 ≡ 0. Fix some k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .
and suppose ηk and hk have been defined as a factor of ω (see §2.4). Denote
by Ak the set given by
Ak = {x : ηk(x) > ξ0(x)},
and consider an arbitrary enumeration
Ak = {xk1, xk2, xk3, . . . }.
Let
(ηjk, h
j
k) = Φ(xk1 ,xk2 ,...,xkj )(ηk, hk) and (ηk+1, hk+1) = limj (η
j
k, h
j
k) (8.2)
in case Ak is infinite – in case it is finite, by ergodicity it is a.s. empty in which
case we let (ηk+1, hk+1) = (ηk, hk). Note that the condition ηk(x) > ξ0(x) is
also satisfied when ηk(x) = s and ξ0(x) = 0, so this operation may require
waking up particles. That is, in going from (ηk, hk) to (ηk+1, hk+1), every
site in Ak is toppled once. These topplings are legal when ηk(x) > 1, and
they are acceptable but illegal in case ηk(x) = s > 0 = ξ0(x).
As we go through j = 1, 2, 3, . . . in (8.2), for each j the field hjk is
increased by one unit at xkj , so hk+1 is well-defined and satisfies
hk+1(x) = hk(x) + 1Ak(x).
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To see that ηk is also well-defined in the limit (8.2), observe that, for each
site x, the sequence (ηjk(x))j decreases for at most one value of j. In case
it decreases, it may send one particle to another site z 6= x. Thus, by a
standard use of the mass transport principle, the configuration at each site
x increases a finite number of times (the expected number of times is less
than one, as can be seen by taking f(x, y) as the indicator of the event that
x ∈ Ak and toppling x sends a particle to y), so the limit ηk is a.s. finite.
Since there are a.s. finitely many sites z ∈ Ak that send a particle to x when
toppled, it follows from the local Abelian property that the limit (ηk, hk)
does not depend on the enumeration of Ak, so it is a factor of ω.
Let k →∞ and define
h′0(x) = lim
k
hk(x).
We now prove that, if P(h′0(0) =∞) > 0 then we must have ζ1 > ζ2.
First, we claim that P(h′0(0) =∞) = 0 or 1. Since (ηk, hk) is a factor of
ω, it is translation-ergodic. Moreover, a.s. the event that h′0(0) =∞ implies
the event that h′0(z) = ∞ for every z such that p(z) > 0. These two facts
together imply that, either h′0(x) =∞ a.s. for every x, or h′0(x) <∞ a.s. for
every x, see §11.1. This proves the zero-one law.
Suppose h′0(0) = ∞ with positive probability. By the zero-one law we
have h′0(0) = ∞ a.s., which means that P(lim supk{0 ∈ Ak}) = 1. But if
0 ∈ Ak0 for some k0, then necessarily ηk0−1(0) > ξ0(0), thus ηk(0) > ξ0(0)
for all k > k0 by definition of Ak, and therefore lim infk |ηk(0)| > |ξ0(0)|.
On the other hand, from the mass transport principle we have E|ηk(0)| =
E|ηk−1(0)| = · · · = E|η0(0)| = ζ1 (to show the first identity, we let fk(x, y)
be the indicator that, on step k, x sends a particle to y, and let fk(x, x) be
the number of particles that were present at x at the beginning of stage k
and stayed at x). By Fatou’s Lemma, ζ1 > ζ2.
Since we are assuming ζ1 < ζ2, we must have h′0(0) < ∞ a.s. Now, as
we go through k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , the value of ηk(0) can decrease only when
0 ∈ Ak, i.e. only when hk(0) increases. Hence, (ηk(0))k is a.s. eventually non-
decreasing, so it converges. Its limit η′0(0) satisfies η′0(0) 6 ξ0(0), otherwise
0 would be in Ak for all large enough k and h′0(0) would be infinite. By
translation invariance, a.s. h′0(x) < ∞ and η′0(x) = limk ηk(x) 6 ξ0(x) for
every x.
Stabilization of the embedded configuration
In the previous stage we obtained a pair (η′0, h′0) a.s. satisfying h′0(x) <∞
and η′0(x) 6 ξ0(x) for every x ∈ Zd. Let I˜ be the set of instructions given by
τ˜x,j = τx,h′0(x)+j , x ∈ Zd, j ∈ N.
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that is, the field obtained by deleting the instructions used in the embedding
stage described above. Since the first h′0(x) instructions have been deleted
at each site x, stabilizing a system with the instructions in I˜ instead of I is
equivalent to starting with odometer at h′0 instead of h0 ≡ 0.
Now note that the collection of instructions
(
τx,j : x ∈ Zd, j > h′0(x)
)
played no role in the construction of η′0 and h′0, so they are independent of ξ0
and h′0. Hence, I˜ is an i.i.d. field just like I, and it is also independent of ξ0.
Therefore, P
(
ξ0 is I˜-stabilizable
)
= P
(
ξ0 is I-stabilizable
)
, and the latter
equals 1 by assumption. Since η′0 6 ξ0, we have P
(
η′0 is I˜-stabilizable
)
>
P
(
ξ0 is I˜-stabilizable
)
= 1. This means that a.s. there exists h′1 such that,
for all finite V ⊆ Zd and all x ∈ Zd, mV,η′0;I˜(x) 6 h
′
1(x) <∞.
Stabilization of the original configuration
Given the properties of the two previous stages, we now give the (perhaps
tedious) proof that η0 is a.s. I-stabilizable. More precisely, we will show that
mη0;I(x) 6 h′0(x) + h′1(x) <∞, ∀ x ∈ Zd.
In the first stage, the limits η′0 and h′0, which are determined by η0, ξ0
and I, almost surely exist and satisfy h′0 < ∞ and η′0 6 ξ0. Suppose this
event occurs, and let V be a fixed finite set.
If we start from (η0, h0) and perform all topplings in V as well as particle
additions to V (coming from V c), following the same order as in the first
stage, only a finite number of operations will be performed, and we end up
with a configuration that equals (η′0, h′0) on V .
By the local Abelian property, we can add the particles first and then
topple the sites in V as in the first stage, obtaining the same result.
This means that there is some η¯V > η0 and an acceptable sequence
αV = (x1, . . . , xn) for (η¯V , h0) such that mαV = h′0 on V and
ΦαV (η¯V , h0) = (η′0, h′0) on V.
Now, in the second stage, we showed that a.s. there exists h′1(x) < ∞
such that mV ′,η′0;I˜(x) 6 h
′
1(x) for every finite V ′. Suppose this event occurs.
Notice that mV,η′0,h′0;I(x) = mV,η′0;I˜(x), that is, to stabilize η
′
0 in V
using the shifted field of instructions is the same as stabilize η′0 in V using
the original field of instructions and shifted odometer. Therefore, there
exists βV = (xn+1, . . . , xm) contained in V such that mβV 6 h′1 on V and
ΦβV (η′0, h′0) is stable in V .
By the above identity, ΦβV ◦ΦαV (η¯V , h0) = ΦβV (η′0, h′0), on V . Since the
latter is stable in V , by Lemma 2.1 we have
mV,η¯V ;I(x) 6 mαV (x) +mβV (x), for all x ∈ Zd.
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Thus, by monotonicity,
mV,η0;I(x) 6 mV,η¯V ;I(x) 6 mαV (x) +mβV (x) 6 h′0(x) + h′1(x) <∞.
We now note that the above bound does not depend on V , so
mη0;I(x) = sup
V finite
mV,η0;I(x) 6 h′0(x) + h′1(x) <∞, ∀ x ∈ Zd,
which means that η0 is stabilizable, concluding the proof of Theorem 8.1.
9 A recursive multi-scale argument
In this section we comment on a multi-scale argument used to prove the
following.
Theorem 9.1. If the jumps are unbiased, ζc > 0 for every λ > 0.
We give an overview of the general strategy, referring the reader to [ST17]
for the complete argument. Note that the above theorem is a particular case
of Theorem 7.1.
The main step is to show that an initial configuration restricted to a very
large box stabilizes within a slightly larger box, with high probability. This is
then used to show Condition (2.10). This is proved by recursion on the scale
of the box, and in fact the proof does not rely much on specific details of the
actual ARW dynamics. In a sense, this kind of approach fits to our intuition
that no matter how big a defect is, it will only affect a neighborhood of
comparable size.
The box at scale k is a cube Vk of side length Lk, defined as follows. Let
δ = 110 , L0 = 104 and
Lk+1 = bLδkc2Lk.
Notice that Lk increases as a doubly exponential of k. We also define
Rk+1 = bLδkcLk as an intermediate scale between Lk and Lk+1. In Figure 9.1,
inner box
intermediate box
full box
Rk+1
Rk+1
Lk+1
Lk
Figure 9.1: Boxes and scales; Lk  Rk+1  Lk+1.
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we see an inner box V ′k+1, an intermediate box, and a full box Vk+1 of level
k + 1.
Let pk denote the probability that, starting from a Poisson configuration
in V ′k, some particle exits Vk. That pk → 0 fast as k →∞ follows from the
recursion relation
pk+1 6
L2dk+1
L2dk
pk
2 + ek+1,
consisting of a combinatorial term, the probability pk2 that stabilization fails
twice at scale k, and the probability ek+1 that something goes wrong at scale
k+ 1. Indeed, if pk0 is small enough and ek → 0 fast enough, then the square
power above beats the 1 + 2δ power in the definition of Lk, and pk vanishes
doubly-exponentially fast in k.
Let us describe some aspects of this recursion step, depicted in Figure 9.2.
Configurations in light gray have Poisson product distribution with
the right density. They are restricted to the inner box of level k + 1 for
the initial configuration, and the inner boxes of level k for the “sieved
configurations”. Configurations in dark gray are absorbing configurations,
typically attained by the dynamics. Configurations in gray with a grid are
“balanced configurations”. Thick arrows represent typical events, while thin
arrows represent events of low probability, either ek+1 or pk.
Starting fresh. To let the dynamics run on boxes of the previous scale
and use recursion, it is important to start with a Poisson product distribution
within their inner boxes. This is achieved by a sieving procedure described
below.
Worst case scenario. If the dynamics does not to stabilize all the L
d
k+1
Ld
k
boxes of level k, the configuration inside these boxes is no longer i.i.d. Poisson.
In the absence of any useful knowledge about the resulting distribution of
FixationInitial configuration Balanced configuration Sieved configuration
(
Lk+1
Lk
)2d
pk
2
Balanced configuration Sieved configuration
Something goes wrong
at level k + 1
Very small probability
Fixation
No fixation
New failure at level k
(
Lk+1
Lk
)d
pk
Failure at level k
Figure 9.2: Illustrative diagram of events for the recursion relation.
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particles in this case, we use only the fact that the total number of particles
within each box is still a Poisson random variable, and thus cannot be much
larger than its mean. A balanced configuration is such that the number of
particles within each box of level k is appropriately bounded.
Sieving procedure. Starting from a balanced configuration, we let
each particle move for a certain time, so as to uniformize its relative position
within whichever level-k box contains it. After performing all these jumps, if
the particle happens not to be in the inner box of the level-k box containing
it, we repeat the procedure again, as many times as needed. This reshuffling
with sieving results in a state that with high probability, can be coupled with
an i.i.d. Poisson configuration. This is one of the heaviest parts in [ST17].
In order for this coupling to be possible, a slight increase in the density is
necessary, analogous to the sprinkling technique in percolation (this increase
should decay just fast enough to be summable over k).
The chain of events. By hypothesis, we start with a Poisson product
measure inside the inner box V ′k+1. Such a configuration is typically balanced,
that is, each box of level k has an appropriately bounded number of particles.
We then let these particles move around using acceptable topplings so that
their distribution is now close to i.i.d. Poisson inside the inner boxes of
level k (the sieving procedure). During this procedure they cannot exit the
intermediate box. We now let the evolution run normally within each box of
level k, and typically each box stabilizes nicely without letting particles leave.
It may happen however that some of these boxes of level k is not stabilized
as intended (which is atypical). In spite of failing to stabilize as intended, the
resulting configuration is still balanced. So we let the particles move around
again, now obtaining a sieved configuration in the full box Vk+1. Typically,
the resulting configuration is properly sieved. The system is then given a
second chance to stabilize. This second attempt will typically be successful,
but may fail again if some of the level-k boxes does not stabilize as expected.
In the proof there are many aspects to keep under control, and many
delicate statements that we omit here. The above description is not intended
to serve as a sketch of proof, but hopefully gives a general flavor of the main
argument. For all the details, the reader is referred to [ST17].
10 Arguments using particle-wise constructions
The techniques presented so far used the site-wise representation and
its properties, as described in §2. In the particle-wise construction, the
randomness of the jumps is not attached to the sites, but to the particles.
In this section we use a particle-wise construction to prove Theorem 2.11
and the following ones. We always assume that E|η0(0)| <∞.
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Theorem 10.1 (Mass conservation). Consider the ARW on Zd with i.i.d.
initial configuration η0. If the system a.s. fixates, then E|η∞(0)| = E|η0(0)|,
where η∞(x) = lim
t→∞ ηt(x).
Now if the system fixates, then η∞(0) ∈ {0, s}Zd , hence by mass
conservation ζ = E|η0(0)| = E|η∞(0)| 6 1. This gives the following corollary.
Corollary 10.2. ζc 6 1 for every λ.
Combining the above with Theorems 2.14 and 7.1 we get the following.
Corollary 10.3. For λ =∞, ζc = 1.
The process with λ =∞ is discussed in §10.3, where we also consider an
equivalent model to prove the following.
Theorem 10.4. For i.i.d. η0 with density ζ = 1 and positive variance, for
all λ ∈ (0,∞], the ARW a.s. stays active.
The requirement of positive variance cannot be waived. Indeed, if λ =∞
and η0 ≡ 1 then the configuration is already stable at time zero.
Problem. Prove Theorem 10.1 without using the particle-wise construction.
Problem. Prove Theorems 10.1 and 10.4 replacing the the i.i.d. assumption
by translation ergodicity.
Remark. We highlight once more that, for unbiased walks on Z2,
Corollary 10.2 is the best bound we have, even for small λ.
We now give a formal description of the particle-wise construction, and
then move on to proving the above results.
10.1 Description and basic properties
We want to revisit the description of §1.1 and now interpret that particles
are labeled. Each existing particle at time t = 0 is assigned a label (x, j),
where x ∈ Zd denotes its starting position and j = 1, . . . , |η0(x)| distinguishes
particles starting at the same site x. Let Y x,j = (Y x,jt )t>0 be given by the
position of particle (x, j) at each time t. Let γx,j = (γx,j(t))t>0 be given by
γx,j(t) = 1 if particle (x, j) is active at time t or γx,j(t) = s if it is sleeping.
Write Y = (Y x,j)x,j and γ = (γx,j)x,j . Then the triple η = (η0,Y,γ)
describes the whole evolution of the system.
Whereas the process (ηt)t>0, given by
ηt(z) =
∑
x
∑
j6|η0(x)|
δY x,j(t)(z) · γx,j(t),
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only counts the number of particles at a given site at a given time, having each
particle labeled gives a lot more information and allows different techniques
to be employed.
For a system whose initial configuration contains finitely many particles,
the evolution described above is always well-defined. It is a simple continuous-
time Markov chain on a countable space, and many different explicit
constructions will produce η with the correct distribution. We now describe
one which can be extended to infinite initial configurations and has proved
particularly useful.
The particle-wise construction
Assign to each particle (x, j) a continuous-time walk Xx,j = (Xx,jt )t>0,
independently of anything else, as well as a Poisson clock Px,j ⊆ R+ according
to which the particle will try to sleep. Xx,j is the path of the particle
parameterized by its inner time, which may be slowed down with respect to
the system time, depending on the interaction with other particles (denoting
the inner time of particle (x, j) at time t by σx,j(t) we have Y x,jt = X
x,j
σx,j(t)).
So Xx,j will be called the putative trajectory of particle (x, j). Write X =
(Xx,j)x,j and P = (Px,j)x,j .
For a deterministic initial configuration ξ containing finitely many
particles, η is a.s. determined by (ξ,X,P) in the obvious way. The
construction for infinite η0 is done via limits over the sequences of balls
(Byn)n∈N, centered at each site y ∈ Zd. This family of sequences is countable
and translation-invariant. For η ∈ (Ns)Zd and finite V ⊆ Zd, let ηV = η · 1V
denote the restriction of η to V .
Definition 10.5 (Well-definedness). We say that the above construction is
well-defined if: (i) for each x, y ∈ Zd, j ∈ N and t > 0, both (Y x,js )s∈[0,t] and
(γx,js )s∈[0,t] are the same in the systems (η
Byn
0 ,X,P) for all but finitely many
n; (ii) the limiting process η = (η0,Y,γ) does not depend on y.
The benefit of requiring the limit not to depend on y is that η is a factor
of ω (see §2.4). In particular, the system with labeled particles is translation-
ergodic, satisfies the mass transport principle, and probabilities of local events
can be approximated by finite systems regardless of which construction is
used. This last property implies that different explicit constructions all yield
a process (ηt)t>0 with the same law.
Theorem 10.6. If supx E|η0(x)| < ∞, then the above particle-wise
construction is a.s. well-defined.
The proof is deferred to §11.3.
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Fixation equivalence and mass conservation
Fixation as defined in §1.2 concerns the state of sites. Now that the particles
are being labeled, it makes sense to consider fixation of particles. We say
that particle (x, j) stays active if |η0(x)| > j and γx,j(t) is not eventually s.
Likewise, we say that site x stays active if ηt(x) is not eventually constant.
Theorem 10.7. Suppose η0 is i.i.d. The following are equivalent:
(i) P(some site stays active) > 0;
(ii) P(all sites stay active) = 1;
(iii) P(all particles stay active) = 1;
(iv) P(some particle stays active) > 0.
The proof is given in §10.4. We are ready to show mass conservation.
Proof of Theorem 10.1. We use the construction provided by Theorem 10.6.
If particle (x, j) fixates, then σx,j(t) and Y x,jt are eventually constant, and
we say that particle (x, j) fixates at site Y x,j∞ . Let A(x, j, y) denote the event
that particle (x, j) fixates at site y, and let f(x, y) = ∑j 1A(x,j,y).
Assume that a.s. all sites fixate. Note that η∞(0) = s if and only if∑
y f(y,0) = 1, otherwise η∞(0) = 0 and
∑
y f(y,0) = 0. On the other hand,
by Theorem 10.7 a.s. no particles stay active, whence ∑y f(0, y) equals
|η0(0)|. Applying the mass transport principle concludes the proof.
10.2 Averaged condition for activity
In this subsection we prove Theorem 2.11. We are assuming that η0 is i.i.d.
We can moreover assume that E|η0(0)| <∞ (otherwise truncate η0 and use
Corollary 10.2 combined with Lemma 2.5).
The variable Mn in Condition (2.12) refers to the site-wise representation
of a finite system restricted to Vn. This is equivalent to a particle-wise
construction with particles being killed when they exit Vn. To show that
Condition (2.12) implies non-fixation, we consider a different variable M∗n
which counts how many labeled particles start in Vn and ever visit V cn during
the evolution of the infinite system without killing. More precisely, we
consider the system with labeled particles as provided by Theorem 10.6.
Lemma 10.8. EMn 6 EM∗n.
The proof of Lemma 10.8 is deferred to §11.5. Define
V˜n = Vn−Ln ,
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where Ln is an integer sequence (e.g. blognc) such that
Ln →∞ but |Vn \ V˜n||Vn| → 0.
For n ∈ N, introduce the event
An = “ supt |Y 0,1t | > Ln” = “particle (0, 1) reaches distance Ln”,
where the requirement that |η0(0)| > 1 is implicit.
Let M˜∗n be the number of labeled particles starting in V˜n which ever exit
Vn. By translation invariance and particle exchangeability, for every K,
EM˜∗n =
∑
x∈V˜n
∑
i∈N
P(particle Y x,i exits Vn)
6
∑
x∈V˜n
∑
i∈N
P(η0(x) > i and particle Y x,i reaches distance Ln from x)
= |V˜n|
∑
i∈N
P(η0(0) > i and particle Y 0,i reaches distance Ln from 0)
= |V˜n|
∑
i∈N
P(η0(0) > i and particle Y 0,1 reaches distance Ln from 0)
6 |V˜n|
∑
16i6K
P(An) + |V˜n|
∑
i>K
P(η0(0) > i)
= |V˜n|K P(An) + |V˜n|E[(|η0(0)| −K)+]
Hence,
EM∗n 6 EM˜∗n + ζ |Vn \ V˜n| 6
6 K |V˜n|P(An) + |V˜n|E[(|η0(0)| −K)+] + ζ |Vn \ V˜n|,
and using Lemma 10.8,
P(particle (0, 1) stays active) = lim
n
P(An) >
> 1
K
(
lim sup
n
EMn
|V˜n|
− E[(η0(0)−K)+]
)
which is positive provided K is chosen large enough.
From Theorem 10.7, we conclude that a.s. all sites stay active, which
finishes the proof of the theorem.
10.3 Resampling
In this subsection we prove Theorem 10.4.
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By Theorem 2.14, we can assume λ =∞. In this case, the sleep Poisson
clocks P play no role in the previous construction: a particle is sleeping if
and only if there are no other particles at the same site.
We consider the following dynamics instead of the ARW.
The particle-hole model. Particles perform continuous-time random walks
independently of each other. Sites not containing any particle are called
holes. When a particle is alone at some site, it settles there forever, filling the
corresponding hole. After the hole has been filled, the site becomes available
for other particles to go through. If a site is occupied by several particles at
t = 0−, we choose one of them uniformly to fill the hole at t = 0, and the
other particles remain free to move. This is well-defined as in Theorem 10.6,
with the same proof.
This model is very similar to the ARW with λ = ∞. In both models,
once a site has at least one particle, it will always retain one particle. The
differences are (i) sites with n > 2 particles are toppled at rate n− 1 instead
of n and (ii) each site retains forever the first particle to arrive there, whereas
in the ARW the particles can take turns replacing each other. Nevertheless,
both models have the same site-wise representation (described in §11.4) and
same fixation properties in the sense of Theorem 2.7.
We will show that, under the assumption of site fixation,
P(0 is never visited) > 0.
This implies that ζ < 1 by Theorem 10.1, therefore proving Theorem 10.4.
Now assuming site fixation, necessarily there exists k ∈ N such that
P
(
the number of particles which ever visit 0 equals k
)
> 0.
Hence, there exist x1, . . . , xk ∈ Zd such that P(A) > 0, where
A = “the particles which ever visit 0 are initially at the sites x1, . . . , xk.”
Consider two systems ω and ω˜, coupled as follows. We take X˜ = X, and
η˜0(x) = η0(x) for x 6∈ {x1, . . . , xk}. For x ∈ {x1, . . . , xk}, we sample η˜0 and
η0 independently. Now notice that
P(A occurs for ω˜, and η0(x1) = · · · = η0(xk) = 0) =
= P(A occurs for ω˜)× P(η0(x1) = · · · = η0(xk) = 0 for ω) > 0.
To conclude we claim that, on the above event, no particle ever visits 0 in
the system ω. Indeed, on the above event, the initial configuration of ω
is the same as that of ω˜ except for the deletion of the particles present in
{x1, . . . , xk}. In particular, all the particles which visit the origin in ω˜ are
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deleted in ω. Recalling that ω and ω˜ share the same putative trajectories, by
following how the effect of deleting such particles propagates in the system
evolution, one can see that in the system ω no particle can possibly visit 0,
finishing the proof.
10.4 Fixation equivalence
In this subsection we prove Theorem 10.7. We use the construction provided
by Theorem 10.6. Three implications are immediate: (i)⇒ (ii) by the 0-1
law in Theorem 2.7, (ii)⇒ (iii) because if some particle fixates then it has to
fixate at some site, (iii)⇒ (iv) is trivial, so we only have to show (iv)⇒ (i).
Let Ax,j denote the event that particle (x, j) stays active, and write
Ax = Ax,1. Assuming (iv) holds, a := P(A0) > 0. Indeed, (iv) implies
that P(A0,j) > 0 for some j and, by interchangeability of particles, we have
P(A0,j) = P(A0, |η0(0)| > j) 6 P(A0).
We make a side remark before giving more details. By the mass transport
principle, the number Nt of particles which stay active and are present at
site 0 at time t satisfies ENt > a, hence lim inft ENt > 0. But to show site
activity we need lim supt P(Nt > 1) > 0 instead. The idea is to introduce
extra randomness so as to spread out the effect of these particles.
Since the system η is a measurable function of the randomness ω, for
each ε > 0 there is k ∈ N such that the event A0 can be ε-approximated by
some event A0ε that depends only on (η0(x), Xx,Px)‖x‖6k. Let Axε denote
the corresponding translation of the event A0ε . When Axε occurs, we say
that particle (x, 1) is a candidate. It is a good candidate if Ax also occurs,
otherwise it is a bad candidate.
Fix t > 0. Let n ∈ N be a large number. The trick is to add more
randomness to the system by choosing Zy uniformly among the first n
different sites in the putative trajectory Xy,1 after time t, independently over
y. Define C(y, x) as the event that Ayε occurs and Zy = x. Let
q(y, x) = P
(C(y, x) ∣∣ω) and Q(x) = ∑
y
q(y, x).
By the mass transport principle,
E[Q(0)] =
∑
y
P(C(y,0)) =
∑
y
P(C(0, y)) = P(A0ε ) =: b > a− ε.
Notice that q(y, x) 6 1n . Notice also that q(y, x) and q(z, x) are independent
if ‖y− z‖ > 2k. Using these two facts, it follows that V[Q(0)] becomes small
when n is large, and thus Q(0) converges to b in distribution.
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Let N(x) = ∑y 1C(y,x) count the number of candidates for which Zy = x.
Then
P
(
N(0) = 0
∣∣ω) = ∏
y
(1− q(y,0)) 6 e−Q(0) → e−b
in probability as n→∞. Also, let N˜(x) = ∑y 1C(y,x)\Ay count the number of
bad candidates for which Zy = x. Then, using the mass transport principle,
E[N˜(0)] =
∑
y
P(C(y,0) \ Ay) =
∑
y
P(C(0, y) \ A0) = P(A0ε \ A0) 6 ε.
Let Dx denote the event that there exists a good candidate (y, 1) such that
Zy = x. Using the two last estimates we get
P(D0) > P(N(0) > 1)− P(N˜(0) > 1) > 1− e−a+ε − δn − ε,
where δn → 0 as n→∞. Choosing ε small and n large, we have P(D0) > a2 .
To conclude, notice that, on the event D0, there is a particle (y, 0) which
stays active, and some inner time s > t such that Xy,1s = 0, implying that
site 0 is visited by an active particle after time t. Letting t → ∞, we get
P(site 0 stays active) > a2 > 0, concluding the proof that (iv)⇒ (i).
11 Analysis of explicit constructions
An evolution (ηt)t>0 starting with only finitely many particles can
be constructed explicitly in innumerous ways, using Poisson processes,
exponential variables, random walks, tossing some coins, etc. Then we
want to say that a system starting from an infinite random configuration
η0 exists and can be approximated in distribution by finite ones. Namely,
denoting by PνV the law of the process starting from the finite truncation
η0 · 1V for finite V ⊆ Zd, we wonder whether
Pν
(
(ηt)t>0 ∈ A
)
= lim
V ↑Zd
PνV
(
(ηt)t>0 ∈ A
)
(11.1)
for every local event A, i.e. every event A whose occurrence is determined
by (ηs(x))x∈Bk,s∈[0,t] for some finite t and k.
Assume the limit on the right-hand side exists for some construction
which is consistent with the rates specified in §2.1. Then the limit is obviously
the same for any other construction consistent with §2.1. So if there exists
a process (ηt)t>0 on a space Pν whose distribution satisfies (11.1), then its
distribution is unique.
There are at least three ways to show existence of a Pν satisfying (11.1).
One is to consider a certain norm on a subset of (Ns)Z
d and use abstract
theory of generators and semigroups adapted to non-compact spaces. Such
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a norm has to be more restrictive than product topology (indeed, one can
always make many particles visit 0 in short time by placing enough particles
far away), but it still gives (11.1) with a good level of generality on ν.
Another way is to consider the particle-wise construction described in §10.1,
which is well-defined as we prove in §11.3. The third way is to add Poisson
clocks to the site-wise representation of §2.3, which is done in §11.2. These
constructions work under the assumption that
∫ |η(x)|ν(dη) 6 ζmax for some
finite ζmax uniformly over x.
11.1 Conditions for fixation and activity
In this subsection we prove Theorem 2.7 assuming that an explicit
construction of the process satisfying (11.2) and that (11.3) holds.
We start with the 0-1 law. For almost every I, if mη(0) = ∞ for a
given configuration η, then mη(y) = ∞ for all y with p(y) > 0. Write
Wp = {z : p(z) > 0} ⊆ Zd. Let us omit the tedious proof of the following
fact: if the elements of a set W generate the group (Zd,+), then as a
semigroup they generate a set that contains some w+U ∩Zd, where U ⊆ Rd
is a cone with non-empty interior. By the previous remark, if z ∈ −(w + U)
and mη0(z) =∞, then mη0(0) =∞. Assume that Pν
(
mη0(0) =∞
)
> 0. As
−w − U contains balls of arbitrarily large radius, since (η0, I) is translation-
ergodic, the Pν-probability of finding a site z ∈ −(w + U) with mη0(z) =∞
is equal to 1, and therefore Pν
(
mη0(0) =∞
)
= 1.
We now prove that Pν
(
fixation of (ηt)t>0
)
= Pν(mη0(0) <∞). Let ht(x)
denote the number of topplings at site x during the time interval [0, t],
meaning any action performed at x, including unsuccessful attempts to sleep.
Write h∞(x) = limt→∞ ht(x). This limit exists as ht(x) is non-decreasing in
t.
The core of the proof is to add some Poisson clocks to Pν and use it to
construct Pν explicitly, so that
Pν
(
h∞(x) > k
)
= Pν
(
mη0(x) > k
)
for each k > 0 (11.2)
and use it to show that
Pν
(
ht(x) > k
)→ 0 as k →∞ for each fixed t, (11.3)
which is done in the next subsection.
Let us show that these imply the theorem. Assume Pν
(
mη0(x) <∞
)
= 1.
It follows from (11.2) that Pν
(
ht(x) eventually constant
)
= 1, thus x is
eventually stable in ηt and in particular ηt(x) remains bounded for large t.
But ηt(x) can only decrease when x is unstable, so Pν
(
ηt(x) converges
)
= 1.
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Otherwise, Pν
(
mη0(x) = ∞
)
= 1 by the 0-1 law, then (11.2) gives
Pν
(
ht(x) → ∞ as t → ∞
)
= 1. Now by (11.3) we know that
(
ht(x)
)
t>0
cannot blow up in finite time, whence for each x, the value of ηt(x) changes
for arbitrarily large times, and the system stays active.
11.2 The site-wise construction
In this subsection we provide a coupling Pν that produces Pν and all PνV
on the same probability space, and show that (11.1) holds. We also show
that this coupling satisfies (11.2) and (11.3). The translation-invariant
distribution ν is fixed and will be omitted in the notation.
Start by adding Poisson clocks to the site-wise representation. More
precisely, sample I following the distribution described in §2.3, sample η0
according to the distribution ν, and sample an i.i.d. collection of Poisson
point processes with intensity (1 + λ)dt, all independently. Let P denote the
underlying probability.
For a finite deterministic initial configuration ξ, the evolution is
constructed as follows. At t = 0, let L0(x) = 0 for all x. Fix η′t(x) = ξ(x) for
all small t, and let Lt(x) increase by ddtLt(x) =
(
ηt(x)
)
1ηt(t)6=s. Denote
the Poisson point process at each site x by (Tn(x))n where T0 = 0
and Tn+1 − Tn are i.i.d. exponentials with parameter 1 + λ. Writing
h′t(x) = max{n ∈ N0 : Lt(x) > Tn(x)} for all t, let η′t(x) remain constant
until the moment t1 of the first jump of h′t, which happens a.s. at a unique
site y1 that must be unstable for ξ. At this point, take α1 = (y1) and
η′t1 = Φy1ξ. Notice that h
′
t1 = mα1 . Continue evolving Lt with the same
rule, keeping η′t = η′t1 , until the moment t2 of the next jump of h
′
t, which
happens a.s. at a unique site y2, that again must be unstable for η′t1 . As
before, take α2 = (y1, y2) and η′t2 = Φy2η
′
t1 = Φα2ξ. Again h
′
t2 = mα2 . Carry
this procedure until η′t(x) = 0 or s for all x. After this time, Lt will be
constant and the configuration will no longer change.
In this construction, at each time t > 0, η′t is given by Φαj for some j,
αj is a legal sequence of topplings for ξ, and mαj = ht. Hence, by the local
Abelian property, η′t can be read from ξ, I and h′t. Moreover, the occupation
times Lt(x), and thus the toppling counter h′t(x), are increasing in the initial
configuration ξ (proof below). We use ηVt and hVt to denote the processes
obtained by taking ξ = ηV0 = η0 ·1V . Then for each fixed x and t the counter
hVt (x) will be increasing in V , so it has a limit ht(x) that does not depend
on the particular increasing sequence V ↑ Zd.
Below we will show that, denoting by NVt (x) the number of times that
a particle jumps from some z 6= x into x in the process (ηVs )s∈[0,t], we have
E[NVt (x)] 6 ζmax × t.
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Hence, the set of sites z such that τ z,k = x for some k 6 ht(z) is finite
and ht(x) is also finite. Now for each z in this set, hVt (z) eventually equals
ht(z) as V ↑ Zd, and the same holds for hVt (x). It thus follows from the local
Abelian property that ηVt (x) will also be eventually constant, and we take
ηt(x) as the limit. Hence, almost surely, convergence holds simultaneously
for all x ∈ Zd and t ∈ Q+, and taking ηs(x) = limt↓s,t∈Q ηt(x) gives (11.1).
We now move on to the proof of (11.2). First, for every k,
P
(
hVt (x) > k
) −→
V ↑Zd
P
(
ht(x) > k
) −→
t→∞P
(
h∞(x) > k
)
.
We now show, on the other hand, that
P
(
hVt (x) > k
) −→
t→∞P
(
mηV0
(x) > k
) −→
V ↑Zd
P
(
mη0(x) > k
)
.
The second limit follows from mη0 > mηV0 > mη0,V → mη0 . Let us prove the
first limit. Since finite configurations are a.s. stabilized after a finite number
of topplings, there is some t∗ > 0 such that hVt = hVt∗ for all t > t∗, and
moreover ηVt∗ is stable. Since hVt counts the number of topplings performed at
each site up to time t, all of which are legal for ηV0 , we have hVt∗ = mηV0 by the
Abelian property. By monotonicity the above limits commute, proving (11.2).
Now the tedious proof that Lt(x) is non-decreasing in ξ. Let ξ1 6 ξ2
be finite configurations. In order to show that these yield L1t (x) and L2t (x)
satisfying L1 6 L2, we will show that the set G =
{
t > 0 : L1s 6 L2s for all s 6
t
} 3 0 is both open and closed on [0,∞). Since t 7→ Lt is continuous, G
is closed. Let t ∈ G and fix x ∈ Zd. If L1t (x) < L2t (x), by continuity there
is some εx > 0 such that L1s(x) < L2s(x) for all s 6 t + εx. Otherwise
L1t (x) = L2t (x), which means h1t (x) = h2t (x). At the same time, h1t (z) 6 h2t (z)
for z 6= x. Hence, by Property 2 in §2.2, η1t (x) 6 η2t (x). Since t 7→ η1t (x) and
t 7→ η2t (x) are piecewise constant and right-continuous, there is some εx > 0
such that, for all s ∈ (t, t + εx], η1s(x) 6 η2s(x), hence ddsL1s(x) 6 ddsL2s(x),
and thus L1s(x) 6 L2s(x). Finally, since there are a.s. finitely many sites x
such that L1s(x) > 0 for some s, we can take the ε > 0 as the smallest εx
over all such x, so that t+ ε ∈ G.
The last missing statement is that E[NVt (x)] 6 ζmax × t. This was used
in the proof of (11.1) and it also implies (11.3). Instead of making a rather
convoluted argument, we resort to the finite particle-wise construction of
§10.1 in terms of walks X and Y , which produces a process (ηVt )t>0 with the
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same distribution. Using translation invariance and re-indexing sums,
E
[
NVt (x)
]
= E
[∑
y
η0(y)∑
j=1
number of jumps of Y y,j into x during [0, t]
]
6 E
[∑
y
η0(y)∑
j=1
number of jumps of Xy,j into x during [0, t]
]
= ∑y E|η0(y)| × E[jumps of Xy,1 into x during [0, t]]
6 ζmax
∑
y E
[
number of jumps of Xy,1 into x during [0, t]
]
= ζmax E
[∑
y number of jumps of Xx,1 into y during [0, t]
]
= ζmax × t,
which concludes the proof.
11.3 Well-definedness of the particle-wise construction
In this subsection we prove Theorem 10.6. The triple (η0,Y,γ) describes
the system by specifying the location and state of each labeled particle.
An equivalent description is to specify the labels and states of all particles
present at each site.
Consider a realization of the walks X and clocks P. For a finite initial
configuration ξ, we consider the evolution obtained from (ξ,X,P), and define
η¯t(z; ξ) =
{
(x, j, i) ∈ Zd × N× {1, s} : j = 1, . . . , |ξ(x)|, Y x,jt = z, γx,jt = i
}
.
Dependence of Y ’s and γ’s on ξ is omitted in the notation. Our goal is to
show that, almost surely, for each z, y ∈ Zd and t > 0, (η¯s(z; ηB
y
n
0 ))s∈[0,t] is
the same for all but finitely many n, and that the limiting process (η¯t)t>0
does not depend on y. Since each walk Xx,j only visits finitely many sites
by time t, this implies well-definedness in the sense of Definition 10.5.
A convenient observation is the following. It suffices to prove that, for
every sequence of finite sets Wn ↑ Zd, a.s. the process (η¯s(z; ηWn0 ))s∈[0,t] is
the same for all but finitely many n. Indeed, assuming this holds true, a.s. it
will be the case simultaneously for all the sequences (Byn)n as well as some
deterministic increasing sequence (Wn)n that has infinitely many terms in
common with each one of them. This in turn implies that the limit (η¯s)s∈[0,t]
is a.s. the same for each of them, for every t > 0.
To prove this a.s. eventually constant limit, we study how the “influence”
of a particle addition propagates through the system by time t. We show that
the set of sites z for which the configuration η¯t(z) is affected for some s ∈ [0, t]
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by a particle addition at x is stochastically dominated by a branching random
walk started with a single particle at x.
We make this precise now. If ξ(x) > 0, define the event x ξ,t; z that
η¯s(z; ξ − δx,X,P) 6= η¯s(z; ξ,X,P) for some s ∈ [0, t].
Define the random set
Zxt (ξ) =
{
z ∈ Zd : x ξ,t; z},
which is the set of sites influenced during [0, t] by the removal of the last
particle at x from configuration ξ. We will later on prove that
P
(
z ∈ Zxt (ξ)
)
6 P
(
Ut(z − x) > 1
)
(11.4)
for all z, x, t, ξ, where (Ut)t>0 denotes the following branching process.
At t = 0, let U0 = δ0 be the configuration with a single particle at 0. For
each t > 0, a transition Ut → Ut + δx occurs at rate λUt(x), and a transition
Ut → Ut + 2δy occurs at rate ∑x Ut(x)p(y − x). In words, each particle
produces at rate λ a new copy at the same site, and at rate 1 two new copies
at a site chosen at random. Particles never disappear in (Ut)t.
Before showing (11.4), let us derive Theorem 10.6 by proving the a.s.
eventual constant limit as Wn ↑ Zd. We can assume that |Wn| = n and write
Wn = {x1, . . . , xn}. We want to rule out that, for infinitely many n,
η¯s(z; ηWn0 ) 6= η¯s(z; ηWn−10 ) for some s ∈ [0, t]. (11.5)
For each n, occurrence of the above event implies the occurrence of
z ∈ Zxnt (ηWn−10 + kδxn) for some k = 1, . . . , η0(xn)
in case η0(xn) ∈ N0, or z ∈ Zxnt (ηWn−10 + δxn · s) if η0(xn) = s. For simplicity
we ignore the s case. The implication is true because ηWn−10 can be obtained
from ηWn0 by removing all the |η0(xn)| particles at x, one by one, and in case
none of them affects the configuration at site z by time t, the event in (11.5)
cannot occur. Now the bound (11.4) holds for each fixed ξ, whence
P
(
z ∈ Zxnt (ηWn−10 + kδxn)
∣∣∣ |η0(xn)| > k) 6 P(Ut(z − xn) > 1).
Thus,
E
[
#
{
n ∈ N : z ∈ Zxnt (ηWn−10 + kδxn) for some k 6 |η0(xn)|
}]
6
∑
n
∑
k
P
(|η0(xn)| > k, z ∈ Zxnt (ηWn−10 + kδxn))
6 ζmax
∑
n
E
[
Ut(z − xn)
]
= ζmax E
[∑
y Ut(y)
]
= ζmax × e(2+λ)t <∞.
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Hence, by Borel-Cantelli, a.s. the event in (11.5) occurs for finitely many n,
concluding the proof of Theorem 10.6.
In the rest of this subsection we prove (11.4). We aim at bounding the
set of particles influenced before time t by the presence or absence of an
extra particle.
Recall that particles behave independently except when one of them
gets reactivated by another, including the case where it is prevented from
deactivating. Hence, the influence only propagates in these cases, and only if
the reactivation may not be attributed to the presence of a third, uninfluenced
particle. Thus, a particle is influenced by the presence of an extra particle
during [0, t] if either it is the extra particle itself, or if it was reactivated
at some time s 6 t by sharing the same site with particles that had been
themselves influenced before time s.
Once a particle is influenced, its inner time becomes uncertain. In order to
keep track of every possibility and bound the presence of influenced particles,
the idea is to consider all potential paths simultaneously. In some sense, we
let each such particle both stay put at its current site as well as jump to the
next one, by means of replicating such particles.
Suppose ξ+ and ξ− are finite and differ by the presence of a single particle
at a given site. By translation invariance we can assume that this particle is
(0, j∗), so ξ−(0) = j∗ − 1 and ξ+(0) = j∗ (for simplicity, we omit the case
where j∗ = 1 and ξ+(0) = s). We write Y x,j,±t , γ
x,j,±
t and η¯±t to denote the
processes obtained from (ξ±,X,P).
Initially, the set of potentially affected particles is R×0 = {(0, j∗)} and
the set of unaffected particles is R◦0 = {(x, j) : j = 1, . . . , |ξ−(x)|}. Let T x,j
denote the time when particle (x, j) is removed from R◦t and added to R×t .
From this time on, clock rings from Px,j will be ignored, this particle will
jump normally according to Xx,j and also leave a copy behind each time
it jumps, so we can safely ignore its state γx,j . More precisely, we define
σx,j,×(s) = s− T x,j + σx,j,±(T x,j) and the increasing sets
Dx,jt =
{
z ∈ Zd : Xx,j
σx,j,×(s) = z for some s ∈ [T x,j , t]
}
.
Finally, let Dt denote the union of Dx,jt over all (x, j) ∈ R×t .
On the other hand, each unaffected particle (x, j) ∈ R◦t evolves normally
and interacts with other particles (x′, j′) ∈ R◦t normally, until the first time
T x,j when it becomes affected. This will occur when (i) particle (x, j) is
sleeping at some site z and site z is added to Dt, or (ii) the clock rings for
particle (x, j) to sleep at some site z ∈ Dt and there are no other particles
(x′, j′) ∈ R◦t with Y x
′,j′
t = z. So case (ii) is triggered by a sleep clock ring of
particle (x, j) itself, whereas case (i) is triggered by the jump of an affected
particle.
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We then define
η¯×t (z) =
{
(x, j, i) : (x, j) ∈ R×t , i ∈ {1, σ}, z ∈ Dx,jt
}
as well as
η¯◦t (z) = {(x, j, i) ∈ η+t (z) : (x, j) ∈ R◦t } = {(x, j, i) ∈ η−t (z) : (x, j) ∈ R◦t },
and note that
η¯◦t (z) ⊆ η¯±t (z) ⊆ η¯◦t (z) ∪ η¯×t (z).
The above inclusions imply that Z0t (ξ) ⊆ Dt.
Hence, defining
U˜t(z) = #
{
(x, j) ∈ Rt : z ∈ Dx,jt
}
,
to get (11.4) it suffices to show that(
U˜t
)
t>0 6
(
Ut
)
t>0 in law. (11.6)
To prove (11.6), it is enough to show that the transition rates of (U˜t)t
are always dominated by those of (Ut)t. The process (U˜t)t can increase in
two situations. First, when only one particle (x, j) ∈ R◦t is present at some
site z ∈ Dt and its sleep clock rings. This transition causes U˜t(z) to increase
by 1. The rate of this transition is λ at such sites and 0 elsewhere, so it is
bounded by λU˜t(z). Second, when a particle (x, j) ∈ R×t jumps, in which
case it may add both a new site to Dx,jt and add a new particle (x′, j′) to
R×t . This transition causes U˜t(z) to increase by at most 2, and it occurs at
rate bounded by ∑x U˜t(x)p(z − x). This concludes the proof of (11.6), thus
of (11.4) and hence of Theorem 10.6.
11.4 Monotonicity and the case of infinite sleep rate
In this subsection we discuss how to adapt the site-wise construction of
§11.2 to produce processes with different values of λ. We use this to prove
Theorem 2.14. We also describe the site-wise representation for the case
λ =∞ as mentioned in §10.3.
Recall the construction of §11.2. At each site x, we have a sequence
(τx,j)j∈N and a Poisson point process which we now denote Px ⊆ [0,∞). The
pair (Px, τx,·) can be seen as a marked Poisson point process where τx,j is
the mark of the j-th point in Px. Alternatively, we can obtain this marked
process by merging two Poisson processes, P∗x for jump and Pλx for sleep. In
this construction, different values of λ can be coupled in a standard way, so
that Pλx ⊆ Pλ
′
x for λ′ > λ.
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Similarly to the proof that Lt(x) is non-decreasing in ξ, one can show
that Lt(x) is also non-increasing in λ (details omitted). Since fixation is a.s.
equivalent to Lt(0) as t→∞, ζc is non-decreasing in λ.
We conclude by discussing the case of λ =∞.
As we increase λ, the sleep clock rings more and more often. In the
limiting case λ =∞, it is ringing permanently and P∞x is a.s. dense on [0,∞).
So the spontaneous transition A → S happens immediately, and only the
process P∗x is used in the construction. If other particles are present, the
reaction A+ S → 2A has priority and it overrides this urgency of particles
to fall asleep. That is, A→ S only occurs when an A-particle is alone. Sites
with n > 2 particles send a particle away at rate n, and when the second last
particle jumps out, the remaining particle falls asleep immediately. In order
to define a site-wise representation with stacks (τx,j)j∈N as in §2.2, we can
consider the stacks with only the jump instructions, and declare particles to
be sleeping whenever they are alone. The properties mentioned above still
hold in this case, and in particular the proofs of Theorems 2.7 and 2.14 work
for λ ∈ [0,∞].
11.5 A hybrid construction
In this subsection we prove Lemma 10.8. The inequality may seem obvious,
and our intuition says it should be a trivial consequence of monotonicity
properties in the spirit of the site-wise construction. However, in the unlabeled
system it is not possible to distinguish the particles that have exited and
re-entered Vn from the particles which have met them after their re-entrance.
To solve this, in we will introduce a two-color site-wise construction.
Recall that n is fixed. For finite V ⊇ Vn, define
η0 (x) =
η0(x), x ∈ Vn,−∞, x 6∈ Vn, ηV0 (x) =
η0(x), x ∈ V,0, x 6∈ V.
Let Mt and MVt count the number of labeled particles that exit Vn by time
t in the system with initial configuration η0 and ηV0 . Lemma 10.8 then
becomes
E lim
t→∞M

t 6 E limt→∞ limV ↑Zd
MVt
for some fixed sequence of finite boxes V ↑ Zd, where the limit in V exists by
Theorem 10.6. Since MVt is bounded by ‖η0‖V , using dominated convergence
theorem it is enough to show that Mt is stochastically dominated by MVt for
each t > 0 and V ⊇ Vn fixed. This will be shown with an explicit coupling.
In this construction, particles which started in Vn and have not yet exited
Vn are colored purple, and all other particles are colored yellow. There are
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two stacks of instructions at each site, one for each color. This way one can
distinguish the particles which have not yet exited Vn from those who have,
and use this distinction to define MVt without the need to look at individual
labels.
More precisely, we consider a two-colored particle system, where we are
only interested at particle counts color by color: the configuration at time
t is ηt = (ηpt , η
y
t ) ∈ (Ns × Ns)Z
d . Initially, purple particles are the particles
that start on Vn, and yellow particles are the particles that start outside Vn.
Purple particles become yellow when they exit Vn. Sample two independent
families Ip and Iy of instructions, to be respectively used by purple particles
and yellow particles (so we never use Ip outside Vn). Sample two collections
Pp and Py of independent Poisson point processes attached to each site, and
use them to trigger purple and yellow topplings, respectively.
Similarly to the construction of §11.2, this enables to construct the
process (ηp, ηy) from a finite initial configuration, with the difference that
two clocks now run at each site, at speeds given by the numbers of purple
and yellow particles, and each clock triggers a toppling of the same color.
Furthermore, purple topplings have the additional effect of changing the color
of the jumping particle if it jumps out of Vn. Note that topplings affect the
state of particles of both colors because yellow and purple at same site share
activity: a yellow particle can prevent a purple particle from falling asleep,
and vice-versa, etc. This construction yields a natural coupling between
systems with any finite initial configuration, each system alone having the
same distribution as the one obtained from the particle-wise construction.
We remark that this bi-color construction is not Abelian and the
local times Lpt (x) are not generally monotone with respect to the initial
configuration ξ. Nevertheless, since each color uses a different stack of
instructions, adding yellow particles has the only effect, regarding purple
particles, of enforcing activation of some of them at some times. The proof
that Lt(x) is non-decreasing in ξ given in §11.2 can be reproduced with
nearly no modifications to show that Lpt (x) is larger with initial configuration
ηV0 than with η0 . Since yellow topplings do not change the total number of
purple particles present in the system, and purple topplings can only make
that number decrease, the total number of purple particles present in the
system after stabilization will be lower with initial configuration ηV0 than
with η0 . Hence, the number of particles that become yellow (i.e. the particles
that ever exist Vn) is higher for ηV0 . So in this coupling MVt >Mt for every
V ⊇ Vn, concluding the proof of Lemma 10.8.
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12 Historical remarks and extensions
We conclude these lecture notes by making a historical account of how the
main results in this field appeared in the literature, giving appropriate credit
for the arguments presented in previous sections. We then comment on
the extent at which these results can be generalized to other graphs, initial
distributions, jump distributions etc. We finally mention some of these
arguments that have meaningful counter-parts for the Stochastic Sandpile
Model.
12.1 Historical remarks
Conditions (2.9) and (2.10) for the ARW were first used in [RS12]. They
rely on a construction of the evolution which is based on the particle-wise
discrete representation introduced in [DF91, Eri96], formalized in [RS12]
and completed in [RT18]. Uniqueness of the critical density was proved
in [RSZ19], on which §8 is based.
Results in dimension d = 1 appeared earlier. The case of directed (i.e.
totally asymmetric) walks marks a special case. It was shown by [HS04]
and published in [CRS14] that ζc = λ1+λ , and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is
based on [CRS14]. The first result on fixation for general jump distributions
appeared in [RS12], showing that ζc > λ1+λ . In terms of the phase space,
ζc > 0 for all λ, and ζc → 1 as λ→∞. Although it can be obtained via a
much simpler argument as in §7, we give the original proof in §4 because:
the proof can be adapted to more general graphs such as regular trees, it is
used to study the fixed-energy dynamics in §6, and with simple modifications
it gives ζc > λ1+λ unless the walks are directed (Corollary 4.4).
Still in d = 1, using Condition (2.10) it is easy to show that there
is no fixation at ζ = 1, so in particular ζc 6 1 for every λ 6 ∞, see
Theorem 3.1. It was shown in [Tag16] that, when the jump distribution
is biased, ζc < 1 for every λ < ∞, and ζc → 0 as λ → 0. The toppling
procedure was significantly simplified and extended to higher dimensions by
the introduction of Condition (2.12) in [RT18], and further simplified using
Theorem 2.13. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is adapted from [RT18], which was
in turn adapted from [Tag16].
For the unbiased case, it was shown in [BGH18] that ζc → 0 as λ→ 0,
and the proof given in §5 is adapted from [BGH18]. Existence of slow and
fast regimes for the fixed-energy model on Zn was proved in [BGHR19]. The
proof given in §6 is adapted from [BGHR19], whose analysis is substantially
based on results and arguments from [BGH18, Jan18, KV03, RS12].
In dimensions d > 2, it was shown that ζc 6 1 by [She10], using the
technique of ghost walks previously introduced in the context of Internal
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DLA by [LBG92]. This technique was later used in [Tag16] who considers
biased jump distributions and shows that ζc < 1 for small λ. Ghost walks
are usually useful for introducing independence in order to control variance
and hence bootstrap from a certain counter having high expectation to being
larger in probability. The introduction of Condition (2.12) dispenses the use
of ghost walks on Zd or other amenable graphs, but this technique is still
useful in the non-amenable setting, as used in [She10, ST18]. The use of
ghost walks in [She10, Tag16] is surveyed in [Rol15].
An alternative proof that ζc 6 1 was given in [AGG10], where the
inequality follows from the mass transport principle after establishing the
property that site fixation is equivalent particle fixation, under the assumption
that the particle-wise construction of the process is well-defined. This
assumption was proved to hold true in [RT18], where moreover the equivalence
property was used to obtain Condition (2.12). As an application, it is shown
that ζc < 1 for all λ < ∞ and ζc → 0 as λ → 0 for biased walks in any
dimension. The construction in §10.1 as well as the arguments of §10.2 and
§11.3 are adapted from [RT18]. The proofs in §10.3 and §10.4 are adapted
from [CRS14, CRS18] and [AGG10], respectively. The presentation and
proofs in §11.1 and §11.2 are adapted from [RS12] following an important
observation from [RT18].
The technique of weak stabilization was introduced in [ST18], where it
was shown that, in d > 3, ζc < 1 for λ small enough, and ζc → 0 as λ→ 0.
This result was strengthened in [Tag19] where it was shown that ζc < 1 for
all λ < ∞. The idea of strong stabilization was already implicit in [ST18]
but was formalized and better exploited in [Tag19] under a different name.
The proofs in §7 are adapted from these two articles.
The first proof of fixation for d > 2 appeared in [She10], who showed that
ζc > 0 when λ =∞ using results from [Mar02] about greedy lattice animals.
This was extended in [CRS14, CRS18] who also consider the extreme case
λ =∞ and show that ζc = 1. In [ST17], it was shown that when the jump
distribution is unbiased, ζc > 0 for every λ > 0. This was significantly
extended in [ST18], where the idea of weak stabilization was used to show
that ζc > λ1+λ in general.
Many of the problems listed in [DRS10] are still open. From the enormous
gap between the description given in §1.3 and the results compiled in §1.5,
the reader can find countless challenging open problems in this topic. Besides
the problems already listed throughout these notes, we remark that more
direct or otherwise insightful alternatives to some of the arguments presented
here are certainly welcome.
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12.2 Extension to other graphs and settings
Properties of the site-wise representation stated in §2.2 are deterministic and
hold for any graph.
Many proofs about fixation and activity involved re-indexing a sum and
thus rely on translation invariance. A more general context is that of jump
distributions invariant under a transitive unimodular graph automorphism
subgroup with infinite orbits, or unimodular walks for short. Translation-
invariant walks on Zd and uniform nearest-neighbor walks on regular trees
or other Cayley graphs are good examples. Ergodicity in this case should be
understood with respect to this same subgroup.
Well-definedness in the sense of (11.1) as provided through §11.2 and
§11.3 still works for unimodular walks. Theorems 2.7, 2.13 and 10.7 hold with
the same or essentially the same proofs. Theorem 2.11 remains true [RT18]
but requires the graph to be amenable, and it is false on trees.
Theorem 3.1 remains true for unimodular walks through the proof of
Theorem 10.4. The proof of Theorem 3.3 can also be extended directly to
unimodular walks on amenable graphs [RT18] and partially to non-amenable
graphs using ghost walks [ST18].
The argument shown in §4 can be adapted to trees [ST18]. The argument
for the universal bound ζc > λ1+λ shown in §7.1 works on any amenable
graph, and it is possible to extended it to non-amenable graphs. Proofs of
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 are given in [ST18, Tag19] assuming uniform nearest-
neighbor walks, but they also work for unimodular walks.
In §6 we use Poisson thinning which shortens the argument a bit, but
other non-Poisson initial distributions with good concentration inequalities
should suffice with little extra work.
The proof that ζc > 1 given in [She10] in fact shows activity for
deterministic initial configurations having empirical average larger than
unit, and does not even assume any symmetries on the graph besides having
bounded degree.
The assumption of nearest-neighbor jump simplified the exposition, but
it is really needed only in §4, §5 and §6. For these sections, dropping such
assumption would decrease the range of parameters for which the proofs
work, or make the constructions more complicated, or both. The argument
briefly outlined in §9 extends directly to a bounded-range or very light-tail
jump distribution, as long as it remains unbiased. The arguments shown in
the other sections do not require any assumption on the jump distribution
besides translation invariance (or unimodularity). In this case, the notion of
a walk being directed is the one stated in the proof of Corollary 3.4.
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12.3 Stochastic Sandpile Model
For the Stochastic Sandpile Model (SSM), there is a continuous-time process
with properties analogous to those of §2.2, see [RS12]. Theorem 2.7 holds
with a similar proof. The proof of Theorems 10.1, 10.6 and 8.1, and hence that
of Theorem 2.11, can be adapted to the SSM without substantial changes.
In one dimension, it has been shown that ζc > 14 using a toppling
procedure similar to the one shown in §4, see [RS12]. Also, it should not be
too complicated to combine the toppling procedure from Section 6 of [RS12]
with a urn process similar to Lemma 6.7 to show fast fixation for ζ < 14 .
For higher dimensions, the multi-scale argument described in §9 works
without any modification to show that ζc > 0 for the SSM with unbiased
walks, see [ST17]. The proof of Theorem 7.1 can be partially adapted to
show that ζc > 0 for more general jump distributions.
To the best of our knowledge, this is all that is known rigorously about
the SSM, as far as predictions in the spirit of §1.3 are concerned.
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